KENT
MEETING
15-17 APRIL 2014

A scientific meeting will be held at Keynes College, University of Canterbury
Canterbury CT2 7NP on 15-17 April, 2014. The local organisers are Robert Johnston
and Heather Ferguson.
Symposium –
Tuesday 15 April 2014 2.30pm – 5.30pm
The role of executive functions in self and other perspective use
Organiser: Dr Heather Ferguson, University of Kent
Twelfth EPS Mid-Career Award
Wednesday 16 April 6.00pm – 7.00pm
Top-down control in visual attention
Professor Martin Eimer, Birkbeck College, University of London
Symposium - To accompany the 12th EPS Mid-Career Award Lecture
Wednesday 16 April 2.30pm – 5.00pm
Attentional control
Organiser: Dr Tina Forster*, City University London
Symposium Thursday 17 April 9.00am – 12.30pm
Recent advances in developmental prosopagnosia research
Organiser: Dr Sarah Bate, Bournemouth University

Poster Session
This will be held in conjunction with the drinks reception on Tuesday evening at 6pm in
the Keynes Atrium, University of Kent. Delegates may put up posters from midday and
should take them down by the end of the session.

Platform Presentations
Sessions will be held in Lecture Theatre 1 and Lecture Theatre 4 of the Keynes College,
University of Kent, Canterbury CT2 7NP. Both theatres have data projectors available
for PowerPoint presentations. Presenters may provide their own laptops (if using a Mac
please bring your own connector), or bring USB keys for the on-site computers which run
Microsoft Office 2010 under Windows 7. Any queries about facilities in the theatres
should be sent to Heather Ferguson (h.ferguson@kent.ac.uk)
The conference dinner will be at 8pm at Café Du Soleil, 4-5 Pound Lane, Canterbury
CT2 8AA; tel:- 01227 479999. A booking form is enclosed.
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Tuesday 15 April pm

START OF PARALLEL SESSIONS
Session A
Lecture Theatre 1
1.30

Bene Bassetti* (University of York) (Sponsor: Jackie Masterson)
First and Second Language Orthographies Affect Second Language
Phonology: The Orthography-Induced Singleton-Geminate Consonant
Contrast in Second Language Speakers of English

2.00

Matthew Iveson*, Sergio Della Sala* and Sarah MacPherson
(University of Edinburgh, Università degli Studi Suor Orsola
Benincasa, Italy)
Goal Maintenance and Instructional Complexity

Symposium:

The role of executive functions in self and other perspective use
Organiser: Dr Heather Ferguson, Dr James Cane and Dr David
Williams* (University of Kent)

2.30

James E Cane, Heather J Ferguson and Ian Apperly (University of
Kent, University of Birmingham)
Exploring the role of executive functions in perspective-taking ability:
Evidence from eye-tracking

3.00

Ian Apperly, Charlotte Hartwright* and Peter Hansen*(University
of Birmingham)
Distinct functional demands of belief-desire reasoning are associated
with distinct activations in prefrontal cortex
TEA
Dana Samson (Université catholique de Louvain)
Executive function in theory of mind is not just about self-perspective
inhibition: Evidence from patients with acquired brain damage

3.30
4.00

4.30

5.00

5.30

Catherine Grainger*, David Williams* and Sophie Lind*
(University of Kent and City University London)
Metacognition and mindreading (theory of mind) in Autism Spectrum
Disorder
Courtenay Frazier Norbury (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Talking about what’s relevant: Linguistic and non-linguistic influences
on language production
Sarah White, Johanna Finnemann*, Melanie Brun* and Roland
Benoit* (University College London, University of Cambridge)
The future self in autism

End of symposium
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START OF PARALLEL SESSIONS
Session B
Lecture Theatre 4
1.30

Robin S. S. Kramer, Kay L. Ritchie*, Rob Jenkins and Mike
Burton (University of Aberdeen, University of York)
Modelling within-person facial variability with principal components
analysis

2.00

Jen Lewis*, Tom Foulsham and Debi Roberson (University of
Essex)
Craniofacial abnormalities retain attention

2.30

David Etchells and Robert Johnston (University of Kent)
Evidence for face recognition units from transfer effects for
recognising novel face views

3.00

Clare Jonas*, Ruth Maybank*and Paul Hibbard* (University of
East London, University of St Andrews, University of Essex) (Sponsor
Ashok Jansari)
The link between migraine and synaesthesia

3.30

TEA

4.00

Rob Jenkins (University of York)
The birthday problem for unfamiliar faces

4.30

Petra Pollux* and Kun Guo* (University of Lincoln) (Sponsor:
Timothy Hodgson)
Eye-movement and ERP correlates of training facial expression
categorization

5.00

Alex Lee Jones*, Richard Russell* and Robert Ward* (Bangor
University, Gettysburg College, University of St Andrews) (Sponsor:
Robin Kramer)
Examining sexual dimorphism: The effects of facial contrast on
perceptions of sex typicality

5.30

Joseph Brooks*, Angus Chadwick*, Vincenzo Romei* and Geraint
Rees (University of Kent, University of Edinburgh, University of
Essex, University College London) (Sponsor: Robert Johnston)
Spontaneous pre-stimulus oscillations predict direction of ambiguous
figure-ground assignment

6.00

POSTERS AND DRINKS RECEPTION – Posters will be displayed
and drinks will be served in Keynes Atrium.

Wednesday
16 April
am pm
Tuesday
15 April
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Session A
Lecture Theatre 1
9.30

Snehlata Jaswal and Mukesh Kumar Meena* (Indian Institute of
Technology Jodhpur and Indian Institute of Technology Delhi)
Inhibition in feature binding in visual working memory.

10.00

Michael Craig*, Sergio Della Sala*, Michaela Dewar* (University of
Edinburgh, Heriot-Watt University) (Sponsor: Robert Logie)
Retrieving the past and imagining the future interfere with verbal memory
consolidation

10.30

COFFEE

11.00

Jason Doherty* and Robert Logie (University of Edinburgh)
Working memory: Resource sharing in a multiple component memory
system

11.30

Maciej Hanczakowski*, Philip Beaman and Dylan Jones (University
of Cardiff and University of Reading)
Negative priming in free recall: What role for inhibition?

12.00

Myrthe Faber* and Silvia Gennari (University of York)
The role of event complexity in memory for event duration

12.30

Simon Durrant* and Amy Holloway* (University of Lincoln and
University of Nottingham) (Sponsor: Timothy Hodgson)
Task difficulty, sleep and procedural memory consolidation

1.00

LUNCH

Wednesday 16 April am
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Session B
Lecture Theatre 4
9.30

Claire Delle Luche*, Katrin Skoruppa*, Laurence White and
Floccia* (Plymouth University and University of Essex)
The importance of vowel phonotactics in word segmentation

10.00

Agnieszka Konopka* (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics)
(Sponsor: Antje Meyer)
Speaking in context: Top-down context effects on sentence production

10.30

COFFEE

11.00

Matthew Davis, Samuel Evans*, Kathleen McCarthy1*, Anastasia
Giannakopoulou*, Lindsey Evans* and Joanne Taylor
(University of Cambridge, University College London and University of
Bedfordshire)
Lifespan learning of speech perception in native and non-native listeners

11.30

Briony Banks*, Emma Gowen, Kevin Munro* and Patti Adank
(University of Manchester, University College London)
Eye gaze during comprehension of audiovisual speech in adverse
listening conditions

12.00

Xin Kang*, Gitte Joergensen* and Gerry Altmann (University of
York)
Representing conflicting states of a single object requires identity
binding: Evidence from the visual world paradigm

12.30

Suzanne Jongman*, Ardi Roelofs* and Antje Meyer (Max Planck
Institute for Psycholinguistics, International Max Planck Research
School for Language Sciences and Radboud University)
Sustained attention in language production: An individual differences
approach

1.00

LUNCH

Wednesday 16 April pm
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Session A
Lecture Theatre 1
2.00

James Grange and Ion Juvina* (Keele University and Wright State
University)
The effect of practice on n–2 repetition costs in set switching

Symposium:

Attentional control
Organiser: Dr Tina Forster* (City University London)

2.30

José van Velzen*, Luke Mason*, Karina Linnell and Rob Davis*
(Goldsmiths, University of London)
Spatial and temporal dynamics of visual processing during movement
preparation: ERP evidence for sensory enhancement at goal and
effector locations

3.00

Tina Forster* (City University London)
ERP correlates of attention shifts when orienting to the body

3.30

TEA

4.00

Anna Grubert* and Martin Eimer (Birkbeck College, University of
London)
Top-down control of rapid attentional allocation to multiple objects

4.30

Rebecca Nako*, Tim Smith* and Martin Eimer (Birkbeck College,
University of London)
The acquisition of attentional templates for target objects in visual
search

5.00

Christian Olivers* and Dirk van Moorselaar* (VU University,
Amsterdam)
In competition for the attentional template: Only a single
representation can guide visual selection

End of Symposium
5.30

EPS Business Meeting – Members only (Lecture Theatre 4)

6.00

Twelfth EPS Mid-Career Lecture – Professor Martin Eimer
(Birkbeck College, University of London)
Top-down control in visual attention
(Lecture Theatre 1)
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Session B
Lecture Theatre 4
2.00

Kathryn Carpenter*, Andy Wills, Abdelmalek Benattayallah* and
Fraser Milton (University of Exeter and Plymouth University)
An examination of the neurobiological predictions of the COVIS
model of category learning

2.30

Laurence White, Claire Delle Luche* and Caroline Floccia*
(Plymouth University)
Five-month-old infants distinguish “syllable-timed” French and
Spanish

3.00

Ross Macdonald* and Benjamin Tatler (University of Dundee)
Eye can’t ignore what you’re saying: The effect of varying language
and gaze cue reliability on attention

3.30

TEA

4.00

Sarah Hotham* and Dinkar Sharma (University of Kent)
How the availability of food affects top-down attentional control in
restrained eaters: Eye movements in a pictorial-adapted antisaccade
task

4.30

Clare Kirtley* and Benjamin Tatler (University of Dundee)
Priorities for representation: Task settings and object interaction both
influence object memory

5.00

Silviya Doneva* and Geoff Cole (University of Essex)
Attention in joint-action: Insights from a ‘movement congruency’
effect

5.30

EPS Business Meeting – Members only (Lecture Theatre 4)

6.00

Twelfth EPS Mid-Career Award Lecture – Professor Martin
Eimer (Birkbeck College, University of London)
Top-down control in visual attention
(Lecture Theatre 1)

Thursday 17 April am
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Lecture Theatre 1
Symposium:

Recent advances in developmental prosopagnosia research
Organiser: Dr Sarah Bate (Bournemouth University)

9.00

Rachel J. Bennetts*, Nicola, J. Gregory, & Sarah Bate
(Bournemouth University)
Characterising developmental prosopagnosia: What can subtypes tell
us?

9.30

Philip I. N. Ulrich*, David T. Wilkinson, Heather J. Ferguson,
Markus Bindemann, and Robert A. Johnston (University of Kent)
Perceptual and memory impairment in developmental prosopagnosia

10.00

John Towler, Angela Gosling*, Brad Duchaine*, Joanna Parketny
and Martin Eimer (Birkbeck College, University of London,
Dartmouth College)
Electrophysiology reveals two stages of face processing impairment
in developmental prosopagnosia

10.30

COFFEE

11.00

Edwin Burns*, Jeremy Tree, and Christoph Weidemann*
(Swansea University)
Recognition memory in developmental prosopagnosia:
Behavioural and electrophysiological evidence for an impairment

11.30

Jeremy Tree, Tirta Susilo*, Victoria Wright*, Brad Duchaine*,
Rachel Bennetts* and Sarah Bate (Swansea University, Dartmouth
College, Aberystwyth University and Bournemouth University)
Does face and word recognition dissociate? A return to an old
hypothesis with some new data from prosopagnosia

12.00

Ashok Jansari and Jacob Waite* (University of East London)
Saving face: Enhancing face recognition in individuals with
developmental and acquired prosopagnosia

12.30

Aleksandra Romanska*, Constantin Rezlescu*, Tirta Susilo*,
Bradley Duchaine* and Michael J Banissy* (Goldsmiths,
University of London, Harvard University and Dartmouth College)
Enhancing facial identity perception using high frequency
transcranial random noise stimulation

End of Symposium
End of Meeting
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1.

Harmmod Alenezi* and Markus Bindemann (University of Kent)
Face matching accuracy in a long task

2.

Janice Attard*, Markus Bindemann and Caolite Ó Ciardha*
(University of Kent)
Pupil dilation as an age-specific measure of sexual interest

3.

Natalie Berger*, Margot Crossman* and Karen Brandt (Birkbeck College and
University of Roehampton)
Intentional forgetting is modulated by emotion in old but not young adults

4.

Anna Bobak*, Rachel Bennetts*, Benjamin Parris, Ashok Jansari and Sarah
Bate (Bournemouth University and University of East London)
Group differences in the scanning of unfamiliar faces: Insights from superrecognizers, developmental prosopagnosia and individuals with typical face
memory

5.

Zhenguang Cai* (University of Plymouth) (Sponsor: Andrew Stewart)
The sound of gender: Inferring gender from foreign name phonology

6.

Michelle Douchkov*, Daniel Wright*, James Cane and Heather Ferguson
(University of Kent)
Empathy predicts false belief reasoning ability: Evidence from the N400

7.

Stephanie Dunn*, Elizabeth Milne, Megan Freeth and Tom Stafford
(University of Sheffield)
ERP evidence of reduced spatial selectivity in those with high levels of autistic
traits
compared
to
those
with
fewer
autistic
traits

8.

Alejandro J. Estudillo* and Markus Bindemann (University of Kent)
Multisensory stimulation of the face and its effect on racial prejudice

9.

Mark Gardner, Chloe Stent*, Christine Mohr*, and John Golding*
(University of Westminster and University of Lausanne, Switzerland)
Vestibular involvement in perspective-taking: selective disruption from whole
body motion designed to provoke spatial disorientation

10.

Natalie Gentry* and Robert A Johnston (University of Kent)
Impact of role of facial composite production

11.

Luise Gootjes-Dreesbach* and Howard Bowman (University of Kent)
Seeing is not always believing - The relationship between task performance
and
subjective
experience
in
an
attentional
blink
task

12.

Hannah Harvey* and Robin Walker (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Reading scrolling text with simulated central vision

13.

Lydia Kearney* and Robert A Johnston (University of Kent)
How I think of myself influences how you think about both of us: Imagery
perspective in social anxiety.

14.

Nicholas Lange*, Tim Perfect and Patric Bach* (University of Plymouth)
Memory for actions: A two-way mirror?
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15.

Corrina Maguinness* and Fiona N Newell (Trinity College Dublin, Ireland)
Still moving: Mandatory form and motion interactions in face perception revealed
by prosopagnosia

16.

Rachel Moore* and Robert A Johnston (University of Kent)
The effect of viewing angle on unfamiliar face matching

17.

Zargol Moradi*, Jie Sui*, Miles Hewstone* and Glyn Humphreys (University
of Oxford, Tsinghua University of Beijing, China and University of Hong Kong)
An in-group bias in visual perception

18.

Rachael Morris*, David Wilkinson, William Milberg* and Mohamed Sakel*
(University
of
Kent,
Harvard
Medical
School,
USA
and
East Kent Hospitals University NHS Foundation Trust)
The effects of caloric vestibular stimulation on post-stroke aphasia

19.

Benny Ogidan* and Robert A Johnston (University of Kent)
Own race bias on the construction of facial composites

20.

Joanna Parketny, John Towler* and Martin Eimer (Birkbeck College,
University of London)
Post-perceptual face recognition impairments in developmental prosopagnosia:
An ERP study

21.

Sandeep Parwaga* and Phil Duke (University of Leicester) (Sponsor: Carlo de
Lillo)
Evidence for both retinocentric and headcentric maps, but not body or worldcentric maps in visual perception

22.

Kaewmart Pongakkasira* and Markus Bindemann (University of Kent)
The role of spatial frequency for face detection in natural scenes

23.

Andrew Russ* and Markus Bindemann (University of Kent)
Eyewitness identification in a repetition priming procedure

24.

Adam Sandford *, Markus Bindemann and Mike Burton (University of
Aberdeen, University of Kent)
Discriminating stretched faces

25.

Miriam Tresh* and Heather Ferguson (University of Kent)
Simulations of language in individuals with and without Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD)

26.

Laurence White, Annabel Snell*, Craig Young*, Silvia Benavides-Varela*
and Katalin Mády* (University of Plymouth, IRCCS San Camillo Hospital,
Venice; LPP CNRS-Universitè Paris Descartes and Hungarian Academy of
Sciences)
Is word-initial consonant lengthening a universal speech segmentation cue?

27.

Theresa Wildegger*, Paul Azzopardi, Jane Riddoch and Glyn Humphreys
(University of Oxford)
Object knowledge influences perceptual and attentional stages of visual
processing
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28.

David Wilkinson, Olga Zubko*, Serena Vazan*, Mohamed Sakel*, Simon
Coulton*, Tracy Higgins* and Patrick Pullicino* (University of Kent and East
Kent Hospitals University NHS Foundation Trust)
Do repeated sessions of galvanic vestibular stimulation induce lasting relief from
hemi-spatial neglect?

29.

David Williams*, Mariam Bhula*, Dinkar Sharma and Zara Bergstrom
(University of Kent)
Unintentional and intentional recognition rely on dissociable neurocognitive
mechanisms

Tuesday
Tuesday1515April
Aprilpm
am
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First and Second Language Orthographies Affect Second Language Phonology: The
Orthography-Induced Singleton-Geminate Consonant Contrast in Second Language
Speakers of English
Bene Bassetti*
University of York
benedetta@benedetta-bassetti.org
Research on second language (L2) phonology has until recently ignored the
effects of orthography. We investigated whether the interaction between L2
orthographic forms (‘spellings’) and native grapheme-phoneme correspondences
results in a phonological contrast in the mind of L2 English speakers that does not
exist in the English language.
We predicted that Italians would pronounce English words with longer
consonants if spelled with double than singleton letters, e.g. a longer [t] in kitty than
city. This is because of the interaction between L2 words’ orthographic forms and
learners’ native grapheme-phoneme correspondences, as double consonant letters
represent geminate (long) consonants in Italian. Forty-two Italian experienced learners
of English performed one of three word production tasks with different levels of
acoustic and orthographic input. The target voiceless stop consonants were presented
inside nine word pairs, with each pair containing the same consonant, spelled with
singleton or double letters.
Acoustic and auditory analyses revealed that closure duration was 50% longer
for consonants spelled with double letters, across tasks. We argue that orthography
can result in a phonological contrast (singleton-geminate) in learners’ minds that is
unattested in the target language. Results have implications for research on
orthographic effects on native phonologies and on L2 phonology.

Goal Maintenance and Instructional Complexity
Matthew Iveson1,2*, Sergio Della Sala1* and Sarah MacPherson1
1. University of Edinburgh
2. Università degli Studi Suor Orsola Benincasa, Italy
Matthew.Iveson@ed.ac.uk
Goal Maintenance is the process by which task rules and instructions are kept
active so as to exert their control on behaviour. When this process fails an individual may
ignore a rule while performing the task, despite being able to describe it after task
completion. Previous research (Duncan et al., 1996; 2008) has suggested that fluid
intelligence abilities correlate with the ability to maintain a complex set of rules, and
neglect-like errors increase with lower fluid intelligence. I will describe several
experiments all of which manipulate the complexity of the initial instruction load, with
the general hypothesis that the goal maintenance of high- and low-intelligence
individuals should differ particularly under greater instructional complexity. The results,
however, do not support a differential role of fluid intelligence according to the
complexity of the instructions, and instead point to possible contributions from speed of
information processing.

Tuesday 15 April pm
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Duncan, J., Emslie, H., Williams, P., Johnson, R., & Freer, C. (1996). Intelligence and
the frontal lobe: The organization of goal-directed behaviour. Cognitive Psychology,
30, 257-303.
Duncan, J., Parr, A., Woolgar, A., Thompson, R., Bright, P., Cox, S., Bishop, S., &
Nimmo-Smith, I. (2008). Goal neglect and Spearman’s g: Competing parts of a
complex task. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 137, 131-148.

Exploring the role of executive functions in perspective-taking ability: Evidence from
eye-tracking
James E Cane1, Heather J Ferguson1, & Ian Apperly2
1. University of Kent
2. University of Birmingham
j.e.cane@kent.ac.uk
Emerging research has demonstrated a link between perspective-taking and executive
functions, including working memory and inhibitory control (e.g. Cane et al., 2013;
Schneider et al., 2012, Brown-Schmidt, 2009; Lin et al., 2010). This link suggests that
considering other peoples’ perspectives can be cognitively effortful, and draws upon
domain-general cognitive resources. In this talk, we describe a series of experiments in
which we have used temporally sensitive eye-tracking methods to examine the conditions
under which executive functions are recruited to facilitate perspective-taking in healthy
adults. We report evidence from tasks that manipulate level 1 perspective-taking (as in
Samson et al. (2010)’s visual perspective task), as well as higher-level perspective
inferences from language (e.g. referential ambiguity). Overall, we show that loading
executive functions leads to impairments in one’s ability to adopt others’ perspectives, by
preventing inhibition of the salient self perspective. Moreover, we show that these effects
occur in the earliest stages of processing - by preventing the use of perspective to narrow
down relevant objects in a scene. Finally, we consider how these effects interact with
motivational and social factors.
Brown-Schmidt, S. (2009). The role of executive function in perspective taking during
online language comprehension. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 16, 893–900.
doi:10.3758/PBR.16.5.893
Cane, J. E., Ferguson, H. J., & Apperly, I. (In prep.). Examining the influence of working
memory and motivation on the time course of eye-movements in a perspective taking
task.
Lin, S., Keysar, B., & Epley, N. (2010). Reflexively mindblind: Using theory of mind to
interpret behavior requires effortful attention. Journal of Experimental Social
Psychology, 46, 551–556.
Samson, D., Apperly, I. A., Braithwaite, J. J., Andrews, B. J., & Bodley Scott, S. E.
(2010). Seeing it their way: Evidence for rapid and involuntary computation of what
other people see. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and
Performance, 36, 1255–1266.
Schneider, D., Lam, R., Bayliss, A. P., & Dux, P. E. (2012). Cognitive Load Disrupts
Implicit Theory-of-Mind Processing. Psychological Science, 23, 842–847.

Distinct functional demands of belief-desire reasoning are associated with distinct
activations in prefrontal cortex.
Ian Apperly, Charlotte Hartwright* and Peter Hansen*

Tuesday
Tuesday 15
15 April
April pm
am
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University of Birmingham
i.a.apperly@bham.ac.uk

Studies of the neural correlates of “theory of mind” often assume that the only
interesting result is the identification of brain areas exclusively concerned with theory of
mind, and not with other cognitive processes. Whether one agrees or disagrees with the
conclusion that there are such devoted regions, the result is that such studies tell us very
little about how theory of mind is actually achieved, either functionally or neurally. Our
approach begins with behavioural data and task analyses, which lead us to identify two
common component processes in ToM task performance: 1) the need to control
interference between self and other perspectives; 2) the need to make abductive “best
guess” inferences. Across two fMRI studies we systematically manipulate these
requirements within a belief-desire reasoning task, finding evidence that controlling
interference between self and other perspectives recruits inferior frontal gyrus bilaterally,
that abductive inferences recruit ventro-medial prefrontal cortex, while general task
difficulty modulates activity in dorso-medial prefrontal cortex. Each of these areas is
associated with distinct cognitive control functions, which casts light on their potential
roles in enabling theory of mind.

Executive function in theory of mind is not just about self-perspective inhibition:
Evidence from patients with acquired brain damage
Dana Samson
Université catholique de Louvain
dana.samson@uclouvain.be
Developmental studies, fMRI studies and behavioural studies with brain-damaged
patients or healthy adults have shown that executive function plays a major role in
Theory Mind by helping us putting our own perspective aside when reasoning about
other people's mental states. Self-perspective inhibition is however not sufficient to
accurately infer the content of other people's mental states. I will report and discuss data
from patients with brain damage highlighting two other types of executive processes
crucially involved in mental state reasoning, more specifically in belief reasoning: (1)
processes allowing us to resist interference from irrelevant cues when inferring other
people's belief content and (2) processes allowing us to track others' beliefs in situations
that do not afford automatic belief tracking.

Metacognition and mindreading (theory of mind) in Autism Spectrum Disorder
Catherine Grainger1*, David Williams1* & Sophie Lind2*
1. University of Kent
2. City University London
cg341@kent.ac.uk
It is widely believed that autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is characterised by poor
theory of mind (ToM). However, individuals with ASD also demonstrate deficits in
executive functioning (EF), and some people have argued that impaired performance on
ToM tasks is due to EF impairments. We explored this issue indirectly by investigating
metacognition in ASD. Metacognition refers to the ability to assess one’s own mental
states (‘metacognitive monitoring’), as well as the ability to regulate one’s own mental
states and cognitive activity (‘metacognitive control’). Importantly, researchers have

Tuesday 15 April pm
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suggested that ToM and metacognitive monitoring rely on the same underlying processes
(e.g., Carruthers, 2009; Frith & Happé, 1999). In typically developing individuals, EF is
strongly related to metacognitive control ability, but not to monitoring ability (e.g.,
Roebers et al., 2012). This raises the question of whether individuals with ASD will
demonstrate impairments in metacognitive monitoring, or whether they will only show
impairments on aspects of metacognition that appear to rely on EF (i.e., control
processes). To address these questions this talk will summarise the results of two studies
assessing metacognition in ASD; one that explores metacognitive monitoring, and
another that assess both monitoring and control. The results of these studies will be
discussed in relation to ToM and EF deficits in ASD.
Carruthers, P. (2009). How we know our own minds: The relationship between
mindreading and metacognition. Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 32, 121-182.
Frith, U., & Happé, F. (1999). Theory of mind and self-consciousness: What is it like to
be autistic? Mind & Language, 14, 1-22.
Roebers, C. M., Cimeli, P., Rothlisberger, M., & Neuenschwander, R. (2012). Executive
functioning, metacognition, and self-perceived competence in elementary school
children: an explorative study on their interrelations and their role for school
achievement. Metacognition and Learning, 7, 151-173.
Talking about what’s relevant: Linguistic and non-linguistic influences on language
production
Courtenay Frazier Norbury
Royal Holloway, University of London
courtenay.norbury@rhul.ac.uk
Eye-movement studies of skilled adult speakers have demonstrated an intimate
link between what we see and what we say (Griffin & Bock, 2000). Such findings lead to
the hypothesis that disrupted visual attention may alter speech production (Kelly, Walker
& Norbury, 2013). This hypothesis was tested in children with language impairment (LI),
children with autism and language impairment (ALI), children with autism and language
scores within the normal range (ALN) and typically developing (TD) peers. In visually
cluttered, but semantically coherent scenes, children in all three clinical groups spent
more time fixating items in the periphery than TD peers. They were also more likely to
mention such items in verbal output. However, all TD children fixated items in the
periphery to some extent, although these items were very rarely mentioned in their verbal
output. These findings support a multiple-deficit account of language variation in ASD in
which language production is influenced not only by lexical and syntactic constraints, but
also variation in attention control, inhibition and social competence. Thus, children with
ASD are especially vulnerable to atypical patterns of visual inspection and verbal
utterance.
Griffin ZM & Bock K. (2000). What the eyes say about speaking. Psychological Science,
11, 274-279.
Kelly DJ, Walker R, & Norbury CF. (2013). Deficits in volitional oculomotor control
align with language status in autism spectrum disorders. Developmental Science, 16,
56-66.

The future self in autism
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Tuesday
Tuesday15
15April
Aprilpm
am
Sarah White1, Johanna Finnemann2*, Melanie Brun1* & Roland Benoit3*
1. University College London
2. Department of Psychology, University of Cambridge
3. MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, University of Cambridge

Mentalizing impairment in autism is a common and robust finding that is
proposed to be specific to dissociating states of mind. Prospective memory is an
executive function that relies on prospection, or future thinking, amongst other cognitive
abilities. When considering oneself in the future, a representation of one’s current and
one’s future mental state will presumably be formed, thus requiring dissociation of states
of mind. Indeed, recent research supports the idea that prospection and mentalizing have
common neural correlates. Thus prospective memory difficulties in autism may result
from mentalizing difficulties.
A group of adults with ASD and a control group performed a variety of tasks
assessing processing of the current self, near-future self, far-future self, a similar other
and a dissimilar other, as well as a temporal discounting task involving future monetary
rewards. The ASD group displayed difficulties processing a similar other and future self,
as well as exhibiting a tendency to be willing to wait longer for bigger rewards. Taken
together, this suggests that the extent to which thinking about others and the personal
future is modeled on the self varies as a function of perceived self-similarity and
furthermore that this mechanism is atypically recruited by individuals with ASD.

Tuesday 15 April pm
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Modelling within-person facial variability with principal components analysis
Robin Kramer1, Kay Ritchie1*, Rob Jenkins2 and A. Mike Burton1
1. University of Aberdeen, UK
2. University of York, UK
r.kramer@abdn.ac.uk
We propose that an explanation of familiar face recognition must rely on an
understanding of both between-person variability (telling people apart) and within-person
variability (telling them together). Here, we focus on the latter, suggesting that becoming
familiar with an individual involves assimilation of how that person varies. By
experiencing this characteristic variability, we are then able to recognise new instances as
depicting that individual since they fall within this learned range. We attempted to model
within-person variability using principal components analysis by summarising (using a
limited number of dimensions) how an individual’s shape and texture vary in an initial set
of naturalistic photographs. We then explored how well our resulting dimensions were
able to reconstruct new images of the same individual, taking this as a measure of how
successfully the individual’s variability was captured. Reconstruction errors were also
generated for images created using a different individual’s dimensions. As predicted,
images were better reconstructed when that individual’s, rather than another person’s,
dimensions were used. Our results represent the some of the first to demonstrate the
potential importance of within-person variability in face recognition.

Craniofacial abnormalities retain attention
Jen Lewis*, David Foulsham and Debi Roberson
University of Essex
jklewi@essex.ac.uk
It has been established that infants with craniofacial abnormalities are perceived
as less attractive than their unaffected peers, however, the effect of craniofacial
abnormalities on visual attention is unknown. The present study investigated whether
infant faces with craniofacial abnormalities (a cleft-lip or a haemangioma) retain
attention longer than infant faces with no abnormality or a control item (a dummy or a
bow).
In the experiment, participants focussed on a central go/no no signal that was
superimposed over an image of an infant face. They then had to classify the location of
an upright line that would appear either to the left or the right of the face. The amount of
time it took the participants to classify the location of the line was recorded. 6 blocks of
same-category faces were presented; upright abnormality inverted abnormality, upright
control, inverted control, upright no abnormality and inverted no abnormality.
When presented with the upright faces, participants took significantly longer to
respond to the faces with an abnormality compared to the faces with no abnormality or a
control item. In contrast, when presented with the inverted faces, participants took the
longest average time to respond to the faces with a control item.
The findings indicate that it is harder to disengage attention from upright faces
when they have an abnormality compared with a control item. This indicates that it is the
significance of an abnormality that retains attention, not just the presence of an additional
stimulus on the face.

Evidence for face recognition units from transfer effects for recognising novel face views
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David Etchells* and Robert Johnston
University of Kent
dbe4@kent.ac.uk

Many models of face recognition incorporate the idea of a face recognition unit
(FRU). This is an abstracted representation formed from each experience of a face.
Longmore et al. (2008) devised a face learning experiment to investigate such constructs
but failed to find evidence of their existence. Two experiments developed Longmore et
al.’s study further by extending the learning regime, employing more stimuli and
delaying test until the following day. One or two views of previously unfamiliar faces
were shown to participants in a serial matching task. On the following day, participants
attempted to recognise both seen and novel views of the learned faces. Results revealed
an advantage for recognising a novel view when two views had been learned rather than a
single one. The experiments explored the relationship between the type of views
encountered at learning and recognition and transfer effects revealed for the novel view.
The implications of these findings for understanding the structure of face recognition
units is discussed.
Longmore, C. A., Liu, C. H., & Young, A. W. (2008). Learning faces from
photographs. Journal of Experimental Psychology-Human Perception and Performance,
34, 77-100.

The link between migraine and synaesthesia
Clare Jonas1*, Ruth Maybank2* and Paul Hibbard* 3
1. University of East London
2. University of St Andrews
3. University of Essex
c.n.jonas@uel.ac.uk
The neurological condition of migraine is characterised by intense, debilitating
headaches, nausea and sensitivity to light and noise. Headache attacks are sometimes
preceded by perceptual disturbances called auras. Synaesthesia, a second neurological
condition, is much more benign and is characterised by the experience of two or more
percepts where most people would experience only one – for example, perceiving blackon-white graphemes to have colours. Despite the phenomenological dissimilarity of these
two conditions, both are associated with hyperexcitability of the visual cortex
(Boullouche et al., 2010; Terhune et al., 2011), suggesting potentional similarities in the
nature of the sensory processing underlying the two condition. We examined whether
grapheme-colour synaesthesia was more common in people with migraine, using a
questionnaire design. We found that people with migraine and those who experienced
non-migraine recurrent headaches scored more highly on a self-report scale of graphemecolour synaesthesia than those who did not experience headaches. This evidence for an
association between synaesthesia and migraine raises new questions about the nature of
the link between the two conditions. In both conditions, sensory processing appears to be
hyper-responsive to external stimulation. We hypothesis that this hyper-responsiveness
may account for their co-occurrence in some individuals.
Boulloche, N., Denuelle, M., Payoux, P., Fabre, N., Trotter, Y., & Géraud, G. (2010).
Photophobia in migraine: an interictal PET study of cortical hyperexcitability and its
modulation by pain. Journal of Neurology, Neuropsychology and Psychiatry, 81, 978984.
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Terhune, D.B., Tai, S., Cowey, A., Popescu, T., & Cohen Kadosh, R. (2011).
Enhanced cortical excitability in grapheme-color synaesthesia and its modulation.
Current Biology, 21, 2006-2009.

The birthday problem for unfamiliar faces
Rob Jenkins
University of York
rob.jenkins@york.ac.uk
A very common error in unfamiliar face perception is to mistake two different
people for the same person. This error implies a finite number of identity categories into
which a seen face image can fall. However, there is no method for estimating the number
of categories, or for quantifying individual differences among perceivers. In this talk, I
develop an analogy between the cognitive task of identifying faces and the Birthday
Problem in mathematics. The Birthday Problem concerns the probability that, in a set of
randomly chosen people, some pair of them will have the same birthday. In a series of
studies, we estimate the probability that, in a set of randomly chosen people, some pair of
them will have ‘the same face’, in the sense that they are perceived to be the same person.
Surprisingly few faces were required for errors of this type to arise, especially when
viewing other-race faces. This finding was not due to one particular pair of faces
attracting many errors. Instead, errors were distributed over many different face pairs.
Our results suggest a rather small number of identity categories for unfamiliar faces, and
underscore the importance of perceptual experience in refining these categories.

Eye-movement and ERP correlates of training facial expression categorization
Petra Pollux* and Kun Guo*
University of Lincoln
ppollux@lincoln.ac.uk
Facial expression categorization can be improved with training, yet the processes
underlying these improvements are not fully understood. Using eye-movement and ERP
methodology in two separate experiments, the aims of our study were a) to investigate
the relationship between improved categorization accuracy and changes in eyemovements at different stages of face viewing in adults and children, and b) to investigate
the effect of training on ERP components associated with different stages of emotional
face processing in adults. In both experiments, morphed, static emotional face images
were used varying in expression intensity from neutral to 100%. New faces were
introduced in the last session to assess transfer effects. Experiment 1 showed that
improved categorization accuracy after four training sessions coincided with
strengthening of a uniform viewing strategy, resulting in more adult-like gaze
distributions in children. Experiment 2 revealed that before training, ERP waves
differentiated the 100% intensity level from the other conditions (from ~90ms onwards).
This trend extended to lower intense expressions after training. It is proposed that training
enhanced the use of a viewing strategy to optimise extraction of crucial facial cues for
categorization of subtle facial expressions and increased the salience of facial expressions
at lower intensity levels.
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Examining sexual dimorphism: The effects of facial contrast on perceptions of sex
typicality
Alex Lee Jones1*, Richard Russell2* and Robert Ward3*
1. Bangor University
2. Gettysburg College
3. University of St Andrews
alexjonesphd@gmail.com
What influences our perceptions of an individual’s sex? While shape cues
undoubtedly play a role, here we describe the influence of facial contrast - the difference
in colour properties of skin and features - on perceptions of sex typicality. In three
photograph sets, we calculated facial contrast across three feature configurations: the
eyebrows, eyes, and mouth. We found a consistent sex difference in luminance across
image sets, with males having significantly greater eyebrow contrast than females, and
females possessing greater eye contrast than males. By manipulating the eye and eyebrow
contrasts of male and female faces with a typical male and female pattern, we found
ratings of sex typicality altered with the kind of contrast pattern applied. Previous work
has demonstrated cosmetics exaggerate facial contrast but focussed on the eyes and
mouth as sources. In a sample of females with and without cosmetics, we found an
exaggeration of a typical female contrast pattern - increased eye contrast and decreased
eyebrow contrast. Our results demonstrate how subtle differences in the colouration of
facial features are able to influence our perceptions, and speak to how cosmetics enhance
biological cues to sex.

Spontaneous pre-stimulus oscillations predict direction of ambiguous figure-ground
assignment
Joseph Brooks1*, Angus Chadwick2*, Vincenzo Romei3* and Geraint
Rees4
1. University of Kent
2. University of Edinburgh
3. University of Essex
4. University College London
J.L.Brooks@kent.ac.uk
Multi-stable perception is a phenomenon characterized by spontaneous changes in
the appearance of a stimulus despite unchanging visual input. A well-known example is
Rubin’s ambiguous faces/vase. Previous work has shown that pre-stimulus BOLD
activity in face-selective cortex is predictive of which interpretation will be perceived.
Here, we aimed to further characterize the nature of this pre-stimulus neural activity
using the high temporal resolution of EEG. On each trial the participants saw exactly the
same ambiguous Rubin stimulus. Trials were separated into those reportedly perceived as
faces and those reported as vases. As corroboration for participants’ subjective reports,
we found that the face-sensitive N170 ERP component was significantly larger for trials
reported as faces than those reported as vases. To assess pre-stimulus activity, we
computed the spectral power across 4-30 Hz in the second leading up to each stimulus.
We found that theta and beta oscillations preceding the stimulus were predictive of the
reported direction of figure-ground assignment. These findings specify the nature of
spontaneous pre-stimulus activity leading up to figure-ground organization. Furthermore,
the results provide parameters (e.g. frequency and precise timing) which can be used in
future experiments exploring causal links between pre-stimulus activity and perception.
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Inhibition in feature binding in visual working memory
Snehlata Jaswal1 and Mukesh Kumar Meena2*
1. Indian Institute of Technology Jodhpur
2. Indian Institute of Technology Delhi
sneh.jaswal@gmail.com
Feature binding implies integrating different features to form an object
representation. Although binding is considered essential for further cognitive processing,
experiments show that bound representations are extremely fragile (Logie, Brockmole, &
Vandenbroucke, 2009; Ueno, Allen, Baddeley, Hitch, & Saito, 2011). We investigated
whether priming effects could be obtained for feature bindings. The stimuli were
combinations of three features: colours, shapes, and locations. In a change-detection task,
participants had to detect swaps in colour-shape binding in two successive arrays of six
stimuli. Location was always randomized from study to test. To test priming effects,
three types of sequences of trials were designed. In sequence 1, the stimuli which
swapped on one trial also swapped on the successive trial (targets remained targets). In
sequence 2, any two distracters in a trial swapped in the successive trial (distracters
became targets). In sequence 3, the swaps were random from one trial to the next. Results
for the second trial in each sequence were analyzed. A decrease in performance was
obtained in sequences 1 and 2 as compared to sequence 3, in the original as well as
replication experiment. The importance of myriad types of inhibition in the process of
feature binding is indicated.
Logie, R. H., Brockmole, J. R., & Vandenbroucke, A. R. E. (2009). Bound feature
combinations are fragile in visual short-term memory but form the basis for long-term
learning. Visual Cognition, 17, 375-390.
Ueno, T., Allen, R.J., Baddeley, A.D., Hitch, G.J., & Saito, S. (2011).Disruption of visual
feature binding in working memory. Memory & Cognition, 39, 12-23.

Retrieving the past and imagining the future interfere with verbal memory consolidation
Michael Craig1* Sergio Della Sala1,2*, Michaela Dewar2*
1. University of Edinburgh
2. Heriot-Watt University
M.Craig-4@sms.ed.ac.uk
New memories are retained better if learning is followed by a few minutes of
wakeful rest than by novel encoding (Cowan et al. 2004; Della Sala et al. 2005; Dewar et
al. 2007, 2009, 2012). Novel encoding is said to interfere with the consolidation of
recently acquired memories (Dewar et al. 2009, 2012). Here we report four experiments
in which we examined whether autobiographical retrieval/future imagination also
interferes with consolidation. In Experiment 1 and 2 participants were presented with
three word lists; one list was followed by wakeful rest, one by novel picture encoding and
one by autobiographical retrieval/future imagination, cued by concrete sounds. Both
novel encoding and autobiographical retrieval/future imagination lowered word list
retention significantly when compared to wakeful rest. In Experiments 3 and 4 we
demonstrated that the interference by our cued autobiographical retrieval/future
imagination delay condition could not be accounted for by the sound cues alone or by
executive retrieval processes. We propose that rich autobiographical retrieval/future
imagination hampers the consolidation of recently acquired verbal memories and that
such interference is particularly likely in the presence of external concrete cues.
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Cowan, N., Beschin, N., Della Sala, S., (2004) Verbal recall in amnesiacs under
conditions of diminished retroactive interference, Brain, 127 (4), 825-834.
Della Sala, S., Cowan, N., Beschin, N., Perini, M., (2005) Just lying there,
remembering: improving recall of prose in amnesic patients with mild cognitive
impairment by minimising interference, Memory, 13 (3-4), 435-40.
Dewar, M.T., Cowan, N. & Della Sala, S. (2007) Forgetting due to retroactive
interference: A fusion of Müller and Pilzecker's (1900) early insights into forgetting and
recent research on anterograde amnesia. Cortex, 43, 616-634.
Dewar, M., Fernandez-Garcia, Y., Cowan, N. & Della Sala, S. (2009). Delaying
interference enhances memory consolidation in amnesic patients. Neuropsychology, 23,
627-634.
Dewar, M., Alber, J., Butler, C., Cowan, N. & Della Sala, S. (2012). Brief wakeful
resting boosts new memories over the long term. Psychological Science, 23(9), 955-960.

Working memory: Resource sharing in a multiple component memory system
Jason Doherty* and Robert Logie
University of Edinburgh
j.m.doherty@sms.ed.ac.uk
Some recent investigations into the structure and functional limits of working
memory have focused on trade-offs between concurrent tasks (e.g. Barrouillet, Portrat, &
Camos, 2011; Portrat, Barrouillet, & Camos, 2008). These theories assume a single
cognitive resource is shared during dual-tasking, with increases in task demands affecting
performanc. This approach to working memory appears incompatible with models that
posit separable components for storage and processing of temporary information, such as
the Multiple Component Model (Baddeley, 2012; Logie, 2011). In an attempt to
reconcile the shared resource literature with the literature arguing for separable storage
and processing components (e.g. Borst et al., 2012; Logie & Duff, 2007), we have
investigated the effects of titrating dual-task demand according to each participant’s
single-task performance. The aim was to explore Logie’s (2011) hypothesis that shared
resource effects may occur in a multiple component memory system once the capacities
of individual components are exceeded. We present evidence supporting the separation of
storage and processing in working memory up until the point where components’
capacities are exceeded. At this point we report small effects of processing load on
memory performance, yet no effect of memory load on processing performance.
Baddeley, A.D. (2012). Working Memory: Theories, Models, and Controversies. Annual
Review of Psychology, 63, 1–29
Barrouillet, P., Portrat, S., & Camos, V. (2011). On the Law Relating Processing to
Storage in Working Memory. Psychological Review, 2, 175-192.
Borst, G., Niven, E.H., & Logie, R.H. (2012). Visual mental image generation does not
overlap with visual short-term memory: A dual-task interference study. Memory &
Cognition, 40, 360-372
Logie, R.H. (2011). The Functional Organization and Capacity Limits of Working
Memory. Current Directions in Psychological Science, 20, 240-245.
Logie, R.H. & Duff, S.C. (2007) Separating processing from storage in working memory
operation span. In N. Osaka, R.H. Logie, & M. D’Esposito (Eds.) The Cognitive
Neuroscience of Working Memory. (pp. 119-135). Oxford, UK: Oxford University
Press.
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Portrat, S., Barrouillet, P. & Camos, V. (2008). Time-Related Decay or InterferenceBased Forgetting in Working Memory? Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 34, 1561-1564.

Negative priming in free recall: What role for inhibition?
Maciej Hanczakowski1*, Philip Beaman2 and Dylan Jones1
1. University of Cardiff
2. University of Reading
hanczakowskim@cardiff.ac.uk
Negative priming in free recall is the finding of impaired memory performance
when previously ignored auditory distracters become targets of encoding and retrieval.
The effect of negative priming has been assigned to the after-effects of recruiting an
inhibitory mechanism which serves to suppress auditory distraction interfering with
learning and retrieval of relevant information. In four experiments we tested the
inhibitory account of the effect of negative priming in free recall against alternative
accounts. We found that ignoring auditory distracters is neither sufficient nor necessary
to produce the effect of negative priming in free recall. This effect is more readily
accounted for by the mechanism of proactive interference that builds up whenever two
subsequently presented lists of words are derived from the same semantic category. The
results of the present study do not support the inhibitory account of the effect of negative
priming in free recall but do not rule out the possibility that inhibition contributes to the
process of effective ignoring of auditory distracters.

The role of event complexity in memory for event duration
Myrthe Faber* and Silvia Gennari
University of York
myrthe.faber@gmail.com
In everyday life, we often remember and estimate how long actions take. Previous
studies have shown that our memory of duration can be distorted. Here, we investigate
what cognitive abilities underlie our ability to remember and estimate duration, and how
the complexity of what happened in an interval of time affects how long we remember it
to be. Using 30 triads of short animations of simple shapes interacting with each other,
we investigate the effect of event complexity on estimates of duration. We manipulate the
underlying causal structure of each animation within each triad to obtain three conditions
of increasing event complexity but equal clock duration. Each participant is presented
with one condition of each triad. While studying the animations, participants are unaware
that they will have to give a duration rating. Our results suggest that duration estimates
are significantly affected by complexity, i.e., as complexity increases, so do duration
ratings. Furthermore, our results suggest that duration estimates are significantly
predicted by properties of the conditions, such as predictability and number of segments,
over and above the actual duration. We argue therefore that manipulating the underlying
event structure could be a fruitful way of investigating distortions in memory of duration.

Task difficulty, sleep and procedural memory consolidation
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1. University of Lincoln
2. University Of Nottingham
sidurrant@lincoln.ac.uk

A growing body of evidence points to an active role of sleep in procedural
memory consolidation (Walker, 2008). However, results as to precisely which aspects of
sleep are involved are mixed. One prominent theory (Smith, Aubrey, & Peters, 2004)
suggests that this may be due to differences in task difficulty, with hard task
consolidation associated with REM sleep and easy task consolidation associated with
NREM stage 2 sleep (N2).
We tested this hypothesis by examining performance on three procedural learning tasks:
ball and cup (BAC), simple tracing (ST), finger tapping (FT). Task difficulty was
manipulated by one group of participants performing the tasks with their dominant hand
and another group using their non-dominant hand. Both groups learned the tasks, had a
nap in which sleep was monitored with polysomnography, and performed the tasks again
after sleep.
Significant improvement occurred on the BAC and FT tasks (p<0.001). The proportion
of N2 sleep was associated with higher performance for the non-dominant group (a hard
task), while the proportion of slow wave sleep was associated with higher performance
for the dominant group (an easy task). No association with REM sleep was found. Our
results suggest that the model may need to be revisited.
Smith, C.T, Aubrey, J.B & Peters, K.R (2004). Different roles for REM and stage 2 sleep
in motor learning: A proposed model. Psychologica Belgica, 44, 81-104.
Walker, M.P. (2008). Sleep-dependent memory processing. Harvard Review of
Psychiatry, 16, 287-98.
The importance of vowel phonotactics in word segmentation
Claire Delle Luche1*, Katrin Skoruppa2*, Laurence White1 and Caroline
Floccia1*
1. Plymouth University
2. University of Essex
claire.delleluche@plymouth.ac.uk
Finding word boundaries in fluent speech is one of the most important and
challenging tasks for infants during their first year of life. Numerous studies (for a review
see Mattys, White & Melhorn 2005) have shown that language-specific phonological
cues, such as word stress and consonant clusters, can help during this process. The
present study investigates whether restrictions on vowel positioning can also be used for
speech segmentation. Specifically, we investigate the use of the lax vowel constraint, i.e.
the fact that typical English words do not end in a lax vowel (e.g. [*di:tU]). With a
headturn preference paradigm, we presented 9-month-old infants with pseudowords that
were disyllabic (Experiment 1, n=24) or monosyllabic (Experiment 2, n=24). In both
experiments, series of pseudowords were presented in lists where the final vowel was
either lax (illegal contrast), or tense (typical vowel ending). In Experiments 1 and 2,
infants listened longer to the illegal contrast, showing that they are already aware of the
difference between the two stimulus types. We are currently testing CVC pseudowords
where both tense and lax vowels are legal, to control for an overall lax preference.
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Mattys, S.L., White, L., & Melhorn, J.F. (2005). Integration of multiple speech
segmentation cues: a hierarchical framework, Journal of Experimental Psychology
General, 134, 477-500.

Speaking in context: Top-down context effects on sentence production
Agnieszka Konopka*
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
agnieszka.konopka@mpi.nl
In every-day situations, what we say is normally motivated by the larger discourse
context, so we produce sequences of pragmatically related sentences. This is unlike most
psycholinguistic experiments where participants produce sentences out of context. This
study examined how context, i.e., top-down information, influences the online,
incremental preparation of simple sentences. Eye-tracked speakers described pictures of
transitive events (e.g., a dog chasing a mailman) after reading active sentences describing
an action performed by either character (dog or mailman) in the upcoming picture.
Sentences were pragmatically related or unrelated to the target event: related sentences
provided supporting context while unrelated sentences described a plausible but unrelated
event. Speakers began target descriptions with the mentioned (“given”) character than the
unmentioned (“new”) character less often in related contexts, suggesting a weaker
influence of previous character mention on production in supporting contexts than neutral
contexts. Eye-movement analyses showed that, immediately after picture onset, speakers
distributed their attention between two characters in related contexts but prioritized
encoding of one character in unrelated contexts. Thus providing top-down information
broadened the scope of early planning as it increased the likelihood of speakers encoding
the event as whole. Implications for theories of incrementality in production are
discussed.

Lifespan learning of speech perception in native and non-native listeners
Matthew Davis1, Samuel Evans1,2*, Kathleen McCarthy1,3*, Anastasia
Giannakopoulou1,4*, Lindsey Evans1* and Joanne Taylor1
1. University of Cambridge
2. Institute for Cognitive Neuroscience, University College London
3. Department of Speech, Hearing and Phonetic Sciences, University
College, London
4. University of Bedfordshire
matt.davis@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
Accent differences between early and late second language learners suggest that
perception and production of speech has reduced plasticity in adulthood. To explore the
nature and cause of these developmental changes we tested perceptual acuity for speech
in >2000 visitors to the Science Museum in London. We used an adaptive 3I-2AFC task
with two sets of 60 minimal word (e.g. bear-pear), and 60 word-nonword pairs (bag-pag)
generated by audio-morphing a number of different phonetic contrasts. Speech was
presented with variable proportions of natural acoustic differences and we estimated the
Proportion of Acoustic Difference Required for Identification (PADRI): 80% accuracy in
deciding which syllable was correct. This PADRI measure shows significant increases of
perceptual acuity with age (better acuity for adults), lexical-status (better for word pairs)
and language-status (better for native-English listeners). Results suggest that perceptual
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development continues into adolescence and early adulthood. Furthermore, significant
interactions between lexical-status and age or language-status suggest that changes in
perceptual acuity are most apparent when tested with word-word continua. That both
developmental and experience-dependent changes depend on listeners using knowledge
of spoken words to guide perception suggests that greater lexical experience may
contribute to age-related changes in perceptual plasticity.

Eye gaze during comprehension of audiovisual speech in adverse listening conditions
Briony Banks1*, Emma Gowen1, Kevin Munro1* and Patti Adank2
1. University of Manchester
2. University College London
briony.banks@manchester.ac.uk
Visual speech cues can benefit comprehension in adverse listening conditions1,
and can aid perceptual adaptation to unfamiliar or degraded speech2,3. However, exactly
how visual information is gained and used by the listener is less understood. When
listening to speech in noise at increasing signal-to-noise ratios, listeners look more at a
speaker’s mouth than eyes, indicating that visual attention is modified when
comprehension becomes more difficult. We hypothesised that similar patterns of eye gaze
would be observed during adaptation to unfamiliar or degraded speech. Particularly, we
were interested in whether patterns of eye gaze changed over time as listeners adapted to
the unfamiliar speech, and whether eye gaze patterns could predict individual outcomes
of comprehension. Participants’ eye movements were tracked while watching videos of a
speaker with unfamiliar (accented) or degraded speech. Analyses of eye movements
revealed that, overall, participants looked more at the mouth of the speaker than at the
eyes. Mean duration of fixations on the face decreased over time, while the number of
fixations increased. Furthermore, fewer fixations on the face correlated with greater
perceptual adaptation to the unfamiliar speech. This suggests a role for visual attention in
perceptual adaptation of audiovisual speech in adverse listening conditions.
Sumby, W.H., & Pollack, I. (1954). Visual contribution to speech intelligibility in noise.
Journal Of The Acoustical Society Of America, 26, 212-215
Yi, H.-G., Phelps, J.E.B., Smiljanic, R., & Chandrasekaran, B. (2013). Reduced
efficiency of audiovisual integration for nonnative speech. Journal Of The Acoustical
Society Of America, 134, EL387-EL393
Kawase, T., S., Sakamoto, et al. (2009). Bimodal audio-visual training enhances auditory
adaptation process. NeuroReport, 20, 1231-1234
Vatikiotis-Bateson, E. Eigsti, I.M., Yano, S., & Munhall, K.G. (1998). Eye movement of
perceivers during audiovisual speech perception. Perception & Psychophysics, 60,
926-940

Representing conflicting states of a single object requires identity binding: Evidence from
the visual world paradigm
Xin Kang*, Gitte Joergensen* and Gerry Altmann
University of York
xk519@york.ac.uk
As an object undergoes change (e.g. state or location) we must maintain and keep
track of its multiple instantiations (e.g. Altmann & Kamide, 2009). Our ability to
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conceive of the distinct states of the same object across time, as we view that object,
depends on whether we can bind the distinct state-representations into a single object
identity. In three eye-tracking experiments, we used the visual world paradigm to explore
the mechanism involved in this process. We found that when an object (e.g. an apple)
was depicted in two different states (intact vs. partially eaten), participants could bind
them together as reflecting the same object, despite the fact that the distinct states cannot
co-occur at the same time in the real world (Experiment 1). In contrast, when viewing
two different apples, there was no such binding (Experiment 2). A third study further
tested, and confirmed our hypothesis that participants can bind co-occurring depictions of
the same object in different states as referring to that same object. This last study also
showed that language can mediate this binding process.
Altmann, G.T.M., & Kamide, Y. (2009). Discourse-mediation of the mapping between
language and the visual world: Eye movements and mental representation. Cognition,
111, 55-71.
Sustained attention in language production: An individual differences approach
Suzanne Jongman1,2*, Ardi Roelofs1,3* and Antje Meyer1,3
1. Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
2. International Max Planck Research School for Language Sciences
3. Radboud University
Suzanne.Jongman@mpi.nl
Speaking is a highly practiced skill that seems to happen effortlessly. However,
evidence has been accumulating that some form of attention is required for speaking. We
investigated the contribution of sustained attention, the ability to maintain alertness over
time, to production. In Experiment 1, sustained attention was measured with two
continuous performance tasks. Subsequently, participants described pictures using simple
noun phrases while response times (RTs) and gaze durations were measured. In previous
research, gaze durations have been suggested to reflect planning processes up to and
including phonological encoding. In our study, individual differences in sustained
attention ability correlated with individual differences in the magnitude of the tail end of
the RT distributions: individuals with poorer sustained attention had a higher proportion
of slow responses when describing pictures. No such correlation was found for the gaze
durations. These results suggest that sustained attention is involved in language
production, especially after phonological encoding. Experiment 2 showed that this
involvement was evident in a dual-task situation (picture naming and arrow
categorization) but not in simple naming. Thus, individual differences in the ability to
maintain attention on the production processes only become apparent when simultaneous
processing of another task also requires attentional resources.
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The effect of practice on n–2 repetition costs in set switching
James Grange and Ion Juvina*
1. Keele University
2. Wright State University
j.a.grange@keele.ac.uk
Inhibition in set switching is inferred from so-called n–2 repetition costs: slower
response times to ABA sequences compared to CBA sequences (where A, B, and C are
arbitrary labels for different tasks). These costs are thought to reflect the persisting
inhibition of task A when it was disengaged recently (as is the case in an ABA sequence).
In this study, we were interested in whether more inhibition may be required when the
tasks are relatively novel. To this end, we examined the effect of practice on the n–2
repetition cost in nine participants across five experimental sessions, with 1,222 trials
performed in each session. The results show a clear reduction in the n–2 repetition cost,
being altogether absent from the final sessions. We discuss the results both in terms of (a)
a reduction of conflict with practice due to automisation of establishing the relevant
attentional set via practice with cue–target translation; and (b) the gradual strengthening
of task-related memory elements with practice to the point where inhibition has less
impact. This latter aspect arose from a prediction of a computational model of inhibition
in set switching (Grange, Juvina, & Houghton, 2013), which we extend in the current
paper.
Grange, J.A., Juvina, I., & Houghton, G. (2013). On costs and benefits on n–2 repetitions
in task switching: Towards a behavioural marker of cognitive inhibition.
Psychological Research, 77, 211–222.

Symposium: Attentional Control
Organiser: Dr Tina Forster*, City University London
Spatial and temporal dynamics of visual processing during movement preparation: ERP
evidence for sensory enhancement at goal and effector locations
José van Velzen*, Luke Mason*, Karina Linnell and Rob Davis*
Goldsmiths, University of London
j.vanvelzen@gold.ac.uk
Experimental evidence has shown that the actions we intend to perform influence
the way our visual system processes information in the environment, consistent with the
considerable overlap observed between brain circuits involved in the control of action
and attention. Conceptual thinking about action-perception links in cognitive science is
heavily influenced by earlier work that has established that motor preparation causes a
shift of attention to the goal of a movement. This sensory enhancement is characterised
on a behavioural level by improved detection and discrimination performance at that
location, and neurally by larger responses in visual cortex to stimuli presented there.
Here, we examined electrophysiological responses (ERPs) to task-irrelevant visual probe
stimuli presented at various SOAs at locations near the response hand and near the goal
during preparation of manual reaching movements in an immediate-response task. The
data from these experiments show simultaneous enhanced visual processing of stimuli at
the location of the effector about to perform the movement and at the goal of the
movement. These findings suggest that a pragmatic attentional field is set up, comprised
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of ‘hot spots’ at goal and effector locations, that rise and fall over the time course of
motor preparation.
ERP correlates of attention shifts when orienting to the body
Tina Forster*
City University London
b.forster@city.ac.uk
During the refocusing of attention from one location to another (i.e. directing of
spatial attention) areas within the frontal and parietal lobes and sensory cortices are
activated reflecting activity within the fronto-parietal attention network followed by
preparatory activity within the relevant sensory cortex. ERP correlates of attention shifts
following cue instruction to direct attention either to the right or left side of space to a
subsequent target stimulus location usually show an enhanced negativity over frontal
areas (the so called ADAN) followed by an enhanced positivity over posterior areas (the
so called LDAP) when comparing activity over the hemisphere contralateral and
ipsilateral to the instructed attention shift. These lateralized ERP components are
followed by an enhanced negativity over central areas contralateral to the attention shift
(the so called LSN) when orienting to the body. This lateralized negativity differs from
the earlier ADAN possibly reflecting preparatory activity within somatosensory areas as
it is also reduced when simultaneously engaging in a visual task.

Top-down control of rapid attentional allocation to multiple objects
Anna Grubert* and Martin Eimer
Birkbeck College, University of London
a.grubert@bbk.ac.uk
Visual search for known target objects is controlled by representations of targetdefining features. These attentional templates can guide spatial attention rapidly and
efficiently to single targets among irrelevant distractors in the visual field. In the real
world, we are often confronted with multiple task-relevant objects that arrive in rapid
succession. How fast can attention be allocated to newly arriving events when it is
already focused at the location of another target? And how rapidly can a top-down task
set be switched off once a target item is found and the task set loses its relevance? Three
visual search experiments are presented, which measured behavioural and
electrophysiological markers of top-down guided attentional selection of two
successively presented objects with target features. Results demonstrated that attention
can be allocated efficiently to two objects at different locations that appear within 100
milliseconds of each other. When only the first object was task-relevant, attentional
selection of the second object was strongly suppressed, indicating that attentional
guidance processes are subject to rapid strategic control, and not simply an automatic
consequence of the sustained activation of attentional templates. Results demonstrate the
dynamic nature and flexibility of attentional selectivity in time and space.

The acquisition of attentional templates for target objects in visual search
Rebecca Nako*, Tim Smith* and Martin Eimer
Birkbeck College, University of London
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Representations of target objects (attentional templates) guide attentional
selection in visual search, but little is known about how such templates are established.
To track the acquisition of target templates across time, we presented word cues (e.g.,
“trousers”) that specified the target in a run of three successive search displays, which
included photographs of real-world target and distractor objects. RTs were delayed for
the first presentation of the target relative to the second and third encounter of the same
target object. N2pc components that were measured as electrophysiological markers of
attentional target selection were also attenuated and delayed for the first target
presentation relative to subsequent targets. In contrast, there were no RT and N2pc
differences between the second and third target object in a run. These findings show that
symbolic word cues are generally insufficient to guide attentional object selection
efficiently. To fully establish attentional templates, visual features of target objects need
to be encountered at least once. However, additional analyses revealed that for a subset of
the target objects, an early and large N2pc was already triggered on their first
presentation. For these “highly imagible” objects, efficient attentional templates can be
established in response to symbolic word cues.

In competition for the attentional template: Only a single representation can guide visual
selection
Christian N. L. Olivers & Dirk van Moorselaar
VU University Amsterdam
c.n.l.olivers@vu.nl
Visual search requires a representation of what one is looking for, referred to as
the attentional template. Most theories regard visual working memory (VWM) as the seat
of the template, and often equate VWM activity with attentional bias. We report evidence
that representations that bias visual selection can be dissociated from representations that
are memorized, but do not bias selection. Participants performed a search task while
maintaining a variable number of colors in VWM. Consistent with earlier findings, we
observed increased attentional capture by memory-related distractors when VWM was
filled with a single item. However, memory-related capture was no longer present for
memory loads beyond a single item. The absence of memory-related capture at higher
VWM loads was independent of individual VWM capacity, nor was it attributable to
weaker encoding, forgetting, or reduced precision of memory representations. When
analyses were limited to those trials in which participants had a relatively precise
memory, there was still no sign of attentional guidance at higher loads. However, when
observers were cued towards a specific memory item after encoding, interference with
search returned. These results are consistent with a functional distinction within VWM
between representations that interact with perception and those that do not.
End of Symposium
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An examination of the neurobiological predictions of the COVIS model of category
learning
Kathryn Carpenter1*, Andy Wills2, Abdelmalek Benattayallah1* and Chris
Moore3*
1. University of Exeter
2. University of Plymouth
klc206@exeter.ac.uk
Whether human category learning is the result of one or multiple learning systems
is currently the subject of intense debate. The highly influential COVIS (Competition
between Verbal and Implicit Systems; Ashby et al. 1998) model postulates separable
explicit and implicit category learning routes. Despite COVIS making detailed
predictions concerning the neurobiological substrates of these systems, there are currently
few studies directly testing these assumptions To assess this account, participants
completed category learning tasks in an MRI scanner designed to implicate either the
implicit system (by learning an information-integration category structure) or the explicit
category learning system (by learning a conjunctive, rule-based, structure).
fMRI analyses revealed extensive activation overlap between conditions including
activation in bilateral frontal lobes, medial temporal lobes and hippocampus in both
groups. No regions were more activated in the rule-based task than the informationintegration task; however, there was significantly more hippocampal activation in the
information-integration condition than the rule-based task. This possibly reflects that
exemplar based processes were more prevalent for the information-integration category
structure, for which there is no simple rule. The present study provides novel insight into
the neural substrates of category learning and poses a challenge for the COVIS model as
it is typically conceptualised.
Ashby, F.G., Alfonse-Reese, L.A., Turken, A.U., & Waldron, E.M. (1998). A
neuropsychological theory of multiple systems in category learning. Psychological
Review, 105, 442–481.
Five-month-old infants distinguish “syllable-timed” French and Spanish
Laurence White, Claire Delle Luche* and Caroline Floccia*
Plymouth University
laurence.white@plymouth.ac.uk
Patterns of language discrimination by infants and adults have been taken as
support for the existence of three linguistic rhythm classes. For example, five-month-old
English-learning infants did not distinguish “syllable-timed” Italian and Spanish nor
“stress-timed” Dutch and German, but could discriminate languages across the putative
class divisions (Nazzi, Jusczyk & Johnson, 2000). The rhythm class interpretation is
challenged, however, by within-class discrimination by adults exposed to stimuli
modified to focus solely on timing (Arvaniti & Rodriquez, 2013; White, Mattys & Wiget,
2012).
We used a head-turn preference paradigm to test whether English five-month-old
infants could discriminate French and Spanish. Although both languages are held to be
“syllable-timed”, they differ markedly in the realisation and distribution of strong
syllables. We habituated infants to speakers of one language, French or Spanish, and then
exposed them to new speakers, either from the same or the other language. Infants
showed differential patterns of looking to new and familiar languages, indicating that
they perceived the difference between French and Spanish. We argue that language
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discrimination is not determined by intrinsic sensitivity to discrete rhythm classes, but
relies on functionally important, but gradient, differences in prosody, such as the
distribution and phonetic marking of lexical stress.
Arvaniti, A., & Rodriquez, T. (2013). The role of rhythm class, speaking rate, and F0 in
language discrimination. Laboratory Phonology, 4, 7-38.
Nazzi, T., Jusczyk, P. W., & Johnson, E. K. (2000). Language discrimination by Englishlearning 5-month-olds: Effects of rhythm and familiarity. Journal of Memory and
Language, 43, 1-19.
White, L., Mattys, S. L., & Wiget, L. (2012). Language categorization by adults is based
on sensitivity to durational cues, not rhythm class. Journal of Memory and Language,
66, 665-679.
Eye can’t ignore what you’re saying: The effect of varying language and gaze cue
reliability on attention
Ross Macdonald* and Benjamin Tatler
University of Dundee
rgmacdonald@dundee.ac.uk
Gaze cues quickly orient our attention, but language can affect the extent to which
we follow these cues (Macdonald & Tatler, 2013). The present eye-tracking study
investigates how the relative reliability of language and gaze cues affect attention. Gaze
and verbal cues were provided alongside two potential targets on a screen. Participants
selected one of these targets and received immediate feedback. Each of the nine one-hour
sessions used a different combination of gaze and language validities (50%, 80% and
100%). Initial gaze following was found in all conditions. However, participants made
decisions based on the more reliable cue and favoured language when reliability was
equal and the cues incongruent with each other. When language cues were 100% valid,
invalid gaze cues had a larger detrimental effect on accuracy, time to fixate the target
(FT) and response time (RT) when they were 80% valid compared to 50%. When gaze
cues were 100% valid, there was an overall detrimental effect of unreliable language,
with FT and RT slower when language was 50% valid compared to 80%. We conclude
that although gaze cues capture attention, language cues are favoured by participants and
cause disruption when unreliable, even when superfluous to the task.
Macdonald, R.G., & Tatler, B.W. (2013). Do as eye say: Gaze-cueing and language in a
real-world social interaction. Journal of Vision, 13, 1-12.

How the availability of food affects top-down attentional control in restrained eaters: Eye
movements in a pictorial-adapted antisaccade task
Sarah Hotham* and Dinkar Sharma
University of Kent
S.Hotham@kent.ac.uk
Two eye tracking experiments utilised a pictorial-adapted antisaccade task to
investigate the relationship between top-down attentional control in the presence of food
images and eating restraint. In addition, the availability of food in the two experiments
was manipulated to examine how the expectation of eating high-fat food may also affect
top-down attentional control.
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In the first experiment participants (N = 72) completed a pictorial-adapted
antisaccade task (high-fat food vs. neutral images) to assess top-down attentional control.
In the second participants (N = 70), prior to completing the antisaccade task, were asked
to choose six unhealthy snacks to consume once the experiment was completed (i.e.,
actionable food). Participants completed the DEBQ to assess levels of eating restraint.
In the first experiment, levels of eating restraint and top-down attention in the
food image condition were not related. However in the second experiment, when
participants were expecting to eat, restrained eaters were slower to move their attention
away from the food image compared to unrestrained eaters.
When actionable food is not present, top-down attention in restrained eaters is
unaffected by food cues. However when actionable food cues are present, top-down
attentional control in restrained eaters is diminished.

Priorities for representation: Task settings and object interaction both influence object
memory
Clare Kirtley* and Benjamin Tatler
University of Dundee
c.kirtley@dundee.ac.uk
During and after active tasks, the object representations for used and unused
objects are different. However, it is not clear whether these differences arise due to
prioritising items that are task-relevant, items that are physically interacted with, or a
combination of these two factors. The present study allowed us to tease apart the relative
importance of task-relevance and physical manipulation on object representations. We
employed a paradigm in which objects were used in the course of a real-world task (taskrelevant); were moved out of the way (task-irrelevant, but interacted with), or were
simply present in the environment (background). Participants’ eye movements were
recorded with a portable tracker during the task, and they received a memory test on the
objects after the task was completed. Results showed that manipulating an object is
sufficient to change how information is extracted and retained from fixations, compared
to background objects. However, task-relevance provides an additional influence:
information is accumulated and retained differently for task-relevant manipulated objects
than task-irrelevant manipulated objects. These findings therefore demonstrate that
representational priorities for real world objects are set both by whether we physically
interact with an object, and the relevance of that object to our behavioural goals.
Attention in joint-action: Insights from a ‘movement congruency’ effect
Silviya Doneva* and Geoff Cole
University of Essex
sdoneva@essex.ac.uk
The most common explanation for ‘joint-action’ effects is an account based on
action co-representation in which the observation of a movement is incorporated within
one’s own action planning. However, evidence has started to show that lower-level
mechanisms such as referential coding or attentional selection could be responsible for
these effects. The present research employed a ‘movement congruency’ paradigm to
assess the importance of action co-representation and the co-actor’s socialness in a jointaction effect. In two experiments, co-actors alternated reaching responses with a human
partner or in response to moving transients that mimicked the actions of a partner. Results
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indicated that the effect occurred irrespective of whether the co-actor was using the same
body part to initiate responses (right hand) or a not (right foot). Additionally, the
phenomenon could also be induced when no human co-actor was present. These findings
challenge the socialness of the movement congruency effect and suggest that it could also
be driven in a bottom-up fashion.

EPS Mid-Career Award Lecture
Top-down control in visual attention
Martin Eimer
Birkbeck College, University of London
m.eimer@bbk.ac.uk
In real-world visual environments, multiple objects compete for access to
perception, memory, and action. Mechanisms of selective attention determine which
objects succeed in this competition. Because attentional object selection is a temporally
extended process, it is useful to distinguish four successive stages (preparation, guidance,
selection, and identification) that can be studied independently. In this task, I will discuss
recent neuroscientific insights into the mechanisms that operate at each of these stages
and their interactions. During preparation, working memory representations of target
objects (attentional templates or “images in the mind”) are activated prior to the onset of
visual stimuli. Once these stimuli have been presented, guidance operates in parallel
across the visual field and highlights the presence of features that match the current target
template (feature-based attention). During selection, candidate target objects are
processed in a spatially selective fashion, and some of these objects are then identified.
Within this general framework of attentional object selection, important issues remain
unresolved. I will discuss the role of working memory in the guidance of attention, the
serial versus parallel nature of attentional selection, and the transition from selection to
identification as challenges for current research on visual attention.
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Recent advances in developmental prosopagnosia research
Organiser: Dr Sarah Bate, Bournemouth University

Characterising developmental prosopagnosia: What can subtypes tell us?
Rachel J. Bennetts*, Nicola, J. Gregory and Sarah Bate
Bournemouth University
rbennetts@bournemouth.ac.uk
Developmental prosopagnosia (DP) is a heterogeneous condition. Some people
fail to recognise faces due to problems with face perception (apperceptive subtype),
whereas others show normal perception, but poor memory for faces (associative subtype).
Furthermore, some (but not all) DPs report difficulties with other cognitive tasks, such as
judging emotional expressions, navigation, and within-class object recognition. This
study examined whether different subtypes of DP present with different cognitive
profiles. We recruited a large group of DPs (N = 36) and control participants, and
examined their performance on a range of cognitive and face-processing tasks. The DP
group was split into subtypes using the Cambridge Face Perception Test (Duchaine,
Germine, & Nakayama, 2007). Overall, differences between subtypes were minimal: both
reported similar rates of problems with navigation and within-class object discrimination;
both showed smaller inversion effects for faces than controls; neither showed a composite
effect for faces; and neither showed impairments when asked to discriminate facial
expression, age, and gender. However, the groups diverged when discriminating changes
in facial features, spacing, and contours. Overall, our results suggest that different
subtypes of DP may manifest in subtle ways. We will discuss how these differences may
inform future research and training programmes for DPs.

Perceptual and memory impairment in developmental prosopagnosia
Philip Ulrich*, David Wilkinson, Heather J. Ferguson,
Markus Bindemann and Robert A. Johnston
University of Kent
pinu5@kent.ac.uk
Despite the high suspected prevalence of developmental prosopagnosia,
diagnostic criteria are informal, current treatment approaches lack trials validation, and,
given the relatively small number of group studies, the relative integrity of underlying
perceptual and memory processes remains unclear. To begin to address these
shortcomings, we administered a large battery of behavioural tests to twenty one
individuals with self-reported face recognition difficulties. Ten of these individuals were
subsequently classified as developmentally prosopagnosic based on the most widely used
assessments - the Cambridge Face Memory Test and famous faces naming test. Relative
to a control sample (n=103), the majority of these individuals performed poorly on tests
of memory but not perception. These results help clarify the nature of impairment in
developmental prosopagnosia, and also guide the development of novel therapies such as
caloric vestibular stimulation, a technique that we have begun to apply to this population
and which, as will be described, may hold promise.

Electrophysiology reveals two stages of face processing impairment
in developmental prosopagnosia
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John Towler1, Angela Gosling1*, Brad Duchaine2*, Joanna Parketny1 and
Martin Eimer1
1. Birkbeck College, University of London
2. Dartmouth College
johntowler@hotmail.com

Classical accounts of the acquired visual agnosias divide recognition disorders
into apperceptive and associative variants. It is still an open question whether the same
taxonomy can be usefully applied to developmental disorders of vision. Using eventrelated brain potentials (ERPs), over a series of experiments, we have identified two
sequential processing stages that are impaired in developmental prosopagnosia (DP). The
first stage is indexed by the face-sensitive N170 component, which is associated with the
structural encoding of visual face information. Results suggest that DPs show a lack of
sensitivity to the position of facial features within an upright face template. The second
stage of impairment appears to be disconnection between stored visual memories of
familiar faces and access to familiarity and person-specific semantic knowledge. Some
DPs who are unable to overtly recognise familiar faces show N250 components to these
faces, thus providing evidence for stored visual memories of these individuals. Findings
will be discussed in relation to functional models of human face recognition and to the
development of typical face processing.

Recognition memory in developmental prosopagnosia: Behavioural and
electrophysiological evidence for an impairment
Edwin Burns*, Jeremy Tree and Christoph Weidemann*
Swansea University
edwinjamesburns@gmail.com
Developmental prosopagnosia (DP) is a face perception disorder characterised by
an impairment for recognising faces combined with normal intelligence and intact low
level visual processing (Bodamer, 1947). While a deficit for recognising faces in DP is
well established, the exact nature of this impairment still remains unclear. Dual-process
theories of recognition memory (e.g. Mandler, 1980) propose two distinct mechanisms
that contribute towards recognition memory performance: recollection and familiarity.
The Remember/Know (R/K) procedure (Tulving, 1985) is thought to measure the
respective contributions of recollection and familiarity to recognition performance.
Previous research in DP has neglected to take into account these distinct processes when
examining face recognition. We recorded electroencephalogram (EEG) activity during a
series of adapted R/K tasks for faces in controls and DPs. The DPs displayed an overall
impairment in recognising faces which was driven by a smaller proportion of "remember"
responses for studied faces and an increased proportion of “know” responses for
unstudied faces. While ERP old/new effects for controls and DP cases were qualitatively
similar, a quantitative difference was found between the groups for ‘remember’
responses. These findings suggest specific impairments of recognition memory in DP.
Bodamer, J. (1947). Die Prosopagnosie. Archiv Psychiatrische Nervenkrankheiten, 179,
6–54.
Mandler, G. (1980). Recognizing: the judgment of previous occurrence. Psychological
Review, 87, 252-271.
Tulving, E. (1985). Canadian Psychology/Psychologie Canadienne. Canadian
Psychology/Psychologie Canadienne, 26, 1-12.
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Does face and word recognition dissociate? A return to an old hypothesis with some new
data from prosopagnosia
Jeremy Tree1, Tirta Susilo2*, Victoria Wright*3, Brad Duchaine2*,
Rachel Bennetts4* and Sarah Bate4
1. Swansea University
2. Dartmouth College
3. Aberystwyth University
4. Bournemouth University
J.Tree@Swansea.ac.uk
By adulthood we have excellent face and word recognition ability – given in both
cases the nature of the visual stimulus is complex, there may be significant functional
overlap for success at either; moreover, given the evolutionary significance of face
recognition unlike word recognition, it is possible the latter is somewhat functionally
parasitic on the former. In line with such sentiments, it has been proposed that face/word
recognition rely on overlapping functionality, with the implication that individuals with
prosopagnosia, should also demonstrate a co-occurring but lesser deficit at word
recognition (Behrmann & Plaut, 2013). While normal word recognition in prosopagnosia
has been reported before, such evidence has been called into question with respect to
empirical rigour. Our group of prosopagnosics (both acquired and developmental)
completed lexical decision tasks and reading aloud tasks, encompassing more than 1,200
items. All performed in the normal range across all tasks, with respect to both speed and
accuracy – a finding consistent with the participants’ own day-to-day experience of
normal word processing despite profound face recognition impairments. Our findings
indicate word recognition ability can be spared in prosopagnosia, consistent with the
hypothesis that face recognition relies on a functionally independent system from that
used for word recognition.
Behrmann, M., and Plaut, D.C. (2013). Distributed circuits, not circumscribed centers,
mediate visual cognition. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 17, 210-219

Saving face: Enhancing face recognition in individuals with developmental and acquired
prosopagnosia
Ashok Jansari & Jacob Waite*
University of East London
a.jansari@uel.ac.uk
In 2008, Powell, Letson, Davidoff & Valentine found that procedures derived
from theories of face-processing enhanced face-recognition in brain-injured individuals.
We employed a case-series design to replicate and extend this study by training three
acquired and three developmental prosopagnosics. Four conditions were used: simple
exposure (SE), caricature (presenting morphed images of faces: CA), part-recognition
(providing a description emphasizing distinctive features: PR), and a new open partrecognition (asking participants to focus on distinctive features: OR). For each procedure,
presentation of unfamiliar faces was followed by a recognition test. Five participants
performed better under OR than in either the SE or PR conditions. Our results suggest
that PR yields inferior results because of a verbal overshadowing effect; further, where
prosopagnosia is accompanied by significant memory impairment, other factors come
into play. Overall, results were interpreted as offering some support for the hypothesis
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that face-recognition in prosopagnosics can be enhanced by exploiting a preserved ability
to process objects featurally. Additionally, the results suggest that rehabilitation
techniques need to be nuanced taking into account aetiology, severity of prosopagnosia
and, in the case of acquired cases, the extent of additional cognitive impairments.

Enhancing facial identity perception using high frequency transcranial random noise
stimulation
Aleksandra Romanska1*, Constantin Rezlescu2*, Tirta Susilo3*, Brad
Duchaine3*, and Michael Banissy1*
1. Goldsmiths, University of London,
2. Harvard University
3. Dartmouth College
m.banissy@gold.ac.uk
Recently, a number of studies have begun to highlight the potential utility of
transcranial electrical stimulation as a tool to facilitate a variety of cognitive and
perceptual abilities. Despite this, few studies have examined whether this technique may
be helpful for the processing of facial cues. Here, we conducted two experiments to
explore whether high frequency transcranial random noise stimulation (tRNS) targeted at
posterior temporal cortices would enhance facial identity perception. In experiment 1,
participants received twenty minutes of active high frequency tRNS or sham stimulation
prior to completing tasks examining facial identity perception (Cambridge Face
Perception Test) or trustworthiness perception. Active tRNS facilitated facial identity
perception, but not trustworthiness perception. In experiment 2, participants received
twenty minutes of active high frequency tRNS targeted at posterior temporal cortices or
motor cortices prior to completing the Cambridge Face Perception Test. TRNS targeted
at posterior temporal cortices enhanced performance relative to motor cortex stimulation.
These findings show task and site-specific enhancements in facial identity perception
following high frequency tRNS targeted at posterior temporal brain areas, and imply that
tRNS may be a potential tool to help aid face processing abilities in cases where this
process breaks down.
End of Symposium
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Face matching accuracy in a long task
Harmmod Alenezi* and Markus Bindemann
University of Kent
ha229@kent.ac.uk
Face matching refers to the process by which an observer has to decide if two
simultaneous presentations of a face, such as a pair of photographs, belong to the same
person or different people. This task is used in psychology as an analogue to study person
identification at passport control but, in contrast to work at passport control, experiments
are typically short in duration. This study therefore investigated face matching accuracy
with a prolonged task. In Experiment 1, face matching was assessed continuously for 90
minutes. During this interval, performance declined continuously. Two subsequent
experiments examined possible causes of this effect. In Experiment 2, observers were
either informed in advance of the exact duration of the experiment or were not given this
information. In Experiment 3, observers were asked to look at individual faces or houses
in-between different phases of the face matching task, to explore if matching
performance is affected by visual adaptation. The results show that such instructions
(Experiment 2) and adaptation (Experiment 3) did not impact on observers’ performance.
The cause of the decline in face matching accuracy over time therefore continues to
remain unresolved.

Pupil dilation as an age-specific measure of sexual interest
Janice Attard*, Markus Bindemann and Caolite Ó Ciardha*
University of Kent
ja427@kent.ac.uk
In the visual processing of sexual content, viewing time and pupil dilation are
indicators of sexual interest and arousal that have been positively associated with
observers’ sexual orientation. To what extent, however, can these measures be used to
determine age-specific sexual preferences? In this study, we explored this question by
measuring eye fixations and pupil dilation of male student observers to images of males
and females of different ages. This was followed by a self-report sexual orientation
questionnaire, and a child molestation proclivity scale as an indication of any sexual
interest towards children. We found that non-deviant straight male participants showed
longer fixation times and increased pupil size when viewing images of adult females
when compared to images of adult males and of male and female children. These findings
indicate that eye tracking could provide a useful tool for diagnosing age-specific sexual
interests. This might be relevant for assessments of deviant sexual interests, which is
paramount in the management of child sex offenders by forensic psychologists.

Intentional forgetting is modulated by emotion in old but not young adults
Natalie Berger1,2*, Karen Brandt2 and Margot Crossman2*
1. Birkbeck College, University of London
2. University of Roehampton
n.berger@bbk.ac.uk
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Research indicates that people can intentionally forget, but it is unclear how aging
and emotion interact with this ability. The present research investigated item-method
directed forgetting (DF) of positive, neutral and negative material in twenty-two young
(20 – 35 years), 22 young-old (60 – 74 years), and 22 old-old (75 – 89 years) adults.
Whereas young-old adults showed intact DF, age-related differences emerged in the oldold in comparison to the young adults. Old-old adults showed reduced overall memory
for to-be-remembered items and less efficient forgetting of emotional to-be-forgotten
items. These results suggest that suppression of emotional material becomes increasingly
difficult with advancing age.

Group differences in the scanning of unfamiliar faces: Insights from super-recognizers,
developmental prosopagnosia and individuals with typical face memory
Anna Bobak1*, Rachel Bennetts1*, Benjamin Parris1, Ashok Jansari2 and
Sarah Bate1
1. Bournemouth University
2. University of East London
abobak@bournemouth.ac.uk
Human faces convey an array of important information, including identity, gender
and affective state. Recent work has reported the existence of super-recognizers: people
with extraordinary face recognition ability (Russell et al., 2009). Very little is known
about the processes underlying superb face recognition ability, but a study by Sekiguchi
(2011) suggests that fixations on the eyes serve an important role in face memory. Other
work has reported that fixating on the nose is optimal for face recognition, perhaps
because the nose is located centrally and constitutes the best reference point for the
encoding and recognition of individual human faces (Hsiao & Cottrell, 2008). The
current study investigated eye-movement patterns during the encoding and recognition of
unfamiliar faces in super-recognizers, individuals with developmental prosopagnosia and
matched control participants. Results showed that super-recognizers dwell longer on the
nose than control participants during both study and recognition, but no differences were
observed in the participants with prosopagnosia. These findings converge with previous
evidence and suggest that attention to the nose is optimal across face recognition task.

The sound of gender: Inferring gender from foreign name phonology
Zhenguang Cai*
University of Plymouth
zhenguangcai@gmail.com
People make use systematic correlations between sounds and meaning (sound
symbolism)1. For instance, a personal name with fewer syllables is more often judged to
be masculine than feminine2. But can people infer gender information from foreign
names? I conducted three experiments in which English speakers (Experiments 1 and 2)
and German speakers (Experiment 3) listened to 32 real male personal names (e.g., siaomeng) and 32 female ones (e.g., pek-hia) (all disyllabic) from Min (a Chinese language
unknown to participants) and judged whether they were male or female names on a 7point scale. In all the experiments, participants rated male names as sounding more
masculine than female names. Furthermore, a name that was rated as more masculine or
feminine in one experiment also tended to so rated in the other experiments (these
correlations also held for male and female names separately). Phonological analyses
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showed that a name was rated more masculine if it contains more syllables or it contains
open vowels (e.g., /a/) instead of closed vowels (e.g., /i/). The results show that people
use sound symbolism cues in inferring gender information from foreign names.
Bergen, B.K. (2004). The psychological reality of phonaesthemes. Language 80, 290–
311.
Cassidy, K.W., Kelly, M.H. & Sharoni, L.J. (1999). Inferring gender from name
phonology. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 128, 1-20.

Empathy predicts false belief reasoning ability: Evidence from the N400
Michelle Douchkov*, Daniel Wright*, James Cane and Heather Ferguson
University of Kent
md465@kent.ac.uk
Interpreting others’ actions relies on an understanding of their current mental
state. Emerging research has begun to identify a number of factors that give rise to
individual differences in this ability. We report an ERP study where participants (N=28)
read contexts that described a character having a true (TB) or false belief (FB) about an
object’s location. A second sentence described where that character would look for the
object. Critically, this sentence included a sentence-final noun that was either consistent
or inconsistent with the character’s belief. Target sentences were presented word-byword, and ERPs were time-locked to the location onset. Participants also completed the
Empathy Quotient questionnaire.
Analyses of the N400 revealed a significant belief*consistency interaction
[F=13.68, p<.001]. When the character held a TB about the object’s location, the N400
waveform was more negative-going for belief inconsistent vs. belief consistent critical
words [t=2.79, p<.01]. However, when the character held a FB about the object’s location
the opposite pattern was found [t=-2.39, p<.03]. Intriguingly, correlations between the
N400 inconsistency effect and individuals’ empathy scores showed a significant
correlation for FB (r=-.51, p<.003) but not TB. Thus, high empathisers successfully
interpreted events according to the character’s FB, while low empathisers interpreted
events egocentrically.

ERP evidence of reduced spatial selectivity in those with high levels of autistic traits
compared to those with fewer autistic traits
Stephanie Dunn*, Elizabeth Milne, Megan Freeth and Tom Stafford
University of Sheffield
sadunn1@sheffield.ac.uk
Individuals with autism and those with high levels of autistic traits (ATs)
demonstrate atypical selective attention when compared to typically developing
individuals / those with lower levels of ATs. We investigated the neural basis of this by
comparing ERP components reflecting spatial attention (N2pc), target processing (NT)
and distracter suppression (PD) in individuals with high or low levels of ATs.
Neurotypical students with either high or low levels of ATs as measured via the
Autism-Spectrum Quotient (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001) were recruited to participate in
one of three experiments. In experiment one (n = 33), the N2pc ERP component was
elicited and compared between groups. Experiments two (n = 41) and three (n = 31)
elicited the N2pc, the PD and NT.
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Participants with more ATs had significantly larger N2pc amplitude than
participants with fewer autistic traits in all three experiments. In experiments two and
three, those high in ATs also showed attenuated distracter positivity (PD).
These results suggest that the allocation of spatial attention differs in those with more
ATs compared to those with fewer ATs. Specifically, an attenuated PD in those with
higher levels of ATs suggests reduced distracter suppression when compared to those
with fewer autistic traits.
Baron-Cohen, S., Wheelwright, S., Skinner, R., Martin, J., & Clubley., E. (2001). The
Autism-Spectrum Quotient (AQ): Evidence from Asperger Syndrome/HighFunctioning Autism, Males and Females, Scientists and Mathematicians. Journal of
Autism and Developmental Disorders, 31, 5-17.

Multisensory stimulation of the face and its effect on racial prejudice
Alejandro J. Estudillo* and Markus Bindemann
University of Kent
aje24@kent.ac.uk
Recent research has shown that the representation of our own face is flexible.
When observers’ view another face being stroked while they receive similar stimulation
of their own face, synchronous but not asynchronous stroking produces a bias in selfrecognition which modulates observers’ social perception toward the other face. In three
experiments, we explored whether this manipulation also modulates observers’ racial
prejudice. In Experiment 1 and 2, Caucasian observers received facial stimulation that
was synchronous with the stroking of an African face, or received no stimulation while
the African was being watched. In a further experiment, Caucasian participants received
either synchronous or asynchronous stimulation with an African face. In all experiments,
the observers consistently experienced an enfacement illusion in the synchronous
condition, whereby they reported to embody the African face. However, this effect did
not produce changes in implicit racial prejudice, which was measured with an IAT test, or
explicit prejudice, which was measured with a questionnaire.

Vestibular involvement in perspective-taking: Selective disruption from whole body
motion designed to provoke spatial disorientation
Mark Gardner1, Chloe Stent1*, Christine Mohr2*, and John Golding1*
1. University of Westminster
2. University of Lausanne, Switzerland
m.gardner@westminster.ac.uk
Vestibular stimulation has been found to facilitate perspective-taking
performance. Here, we examined further the role of vestibular resources in perspectivetaking by evaluating whether vestibular stimulation designed to provoke spatial
disorientation selectively impaired perspective-taking performance. Participants
undertook either an “own body transformation” (OBT) task, requiring speeded spatial
judgments made from the perspective of a schematic figure, or a control task requiring
reconfiguration of spatial mappings from one’s own visuo-spatial perspective. These
tasks were performed both without and with vestibular stimulation by whole-body
Coriolis motion, according to a repeated measures design, balanced for order. Vestibular
stimulation was found to impair performance during the first minute post stimulus in the
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form of elevated response times, and more variable error rates, relative to the stationary
condition. This temporary disruption was task-specific, affecting only the OBT task and
not the control task. Our experiment thus demonstrates selective impairment of
perspective-taking from disorientating vestibular stimulation, implying that
uncompromised vestibular resources are necessary for efficient perspective-taking. This
finding is consistent with an embodied mechanism involving mental simulation of
sensory changes involved in actual self-motion, and suggests that tasks assessing mental
body transformations may be deployed to further our understanding of situational and
pathological spatial disorientation.

Impact of role of facial composite production
Natalie Gentry* and Robert A Johnston
University of Kent
nwg3@kent.ac.uk
Previous studies suggest severe crimes produce better eyewitnesses as measured
by line up tasks. This study investigated how crime severity and the motivational factor
of role (‘hero’ or ‘villain’) impact witnesses’ ability to construct facial composites. Two
vignettes were used to describe a crime. Severity was manipulated according to the
consequences for the victim. Pseudo-witnesses read a vignette and viewed a face
identified as the assailant or a friend who helped the victim. Following a 24 - 48 hour
interval, witnesses completed a reduced cognitive interview and were helped to produce a
facial composite using the EvoFIT system. Four different target faces were rotated across
vignettes and role assigned in order to collect four facial composites for each vignette
(mild/severe) actor (assailant/rescuer) combination. Subsequently, 50 individuals (41
women, 9 men) ranked composites from each condition from one to four (one = worst,
four = best). A two-way ANOVA found a significant main effect of severity and role,
along with a significant interaction between severity and role. It was predicted witnesses
viewing a severe crime vignette will produce better ranked composites. Additionally,
witnesses presented with a ‘villain’ in the crime scenario would produce better
composites than those who viewed the ‘hero’.

Seeing is not always believing - The relationship between task performance and
subjective experience in an attentional blink task
Luise Gootjes-Dreesbach* and Howard Bowman
University of Kent
elg34@kent.ac.uk
Verbal report is among the most widely used measures of consciousness in
cognitive science. For example, it has proven useful in exploring the question whether the
transition between conscious and subconscious processing is gradual or all-or-none (e.g.
Sergent & Dehaene, 2004). These studies tend to use the Attentional Blink (AB;
Raymond, Shapiro & Arnell, 1992) paradigm. The AB occurs in Rapid Serial Visual
Presentation (RSVP) when identification of two targets is required: performance on
reporting the second target declines when it appears between 100-500 ms after a fully
processed first target. Additionally, if this target immediately follows the first, both will
be more likely to be reported, but often in the wrong order. While subjective experience
generally seems to reflect performance, prior data and participants’ experience suggests
that the relationship between these measures might differ with varying temporal
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separation of the targets. In this study, we recorded identity and subjective visibility for
letter targets in an AB task with digit distractors. We found that metacognitive levels
changed with target separation when looking at the correlation between performance and
ratings. This finding is important to consider when drawing conclusions about conscious
perception and might inform conceptual models of the AB.
Raymond, J. E., Shapiro, K. L., & Arnell, K. M. (1992). Temporary suppression of visual
processing in an RSVP task: An attentional blink? Journal of Experimental
Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 18, 849.
Sergent, C., & Dehaene, S. (2004). Is consciousness a gradual phenomenon? Evidence
for an all-or-none bifurcation during the attentional blink. Psychological Science, 15,
720-728.

Reading scrolling text with simulated central vision
Hannah Harvey* and Robin Walker
Royal Holloway, University of London
zvjt120@live.rhul.ac.uk
Difficulty reading is one of the most commonly reported problems of people with
conditions involving central vision loss (such as macular disease; Hazel et al., 2000), as
the typical strategy of directly fixating words becomes counterproductive (Crossland et
al., 2004). One strategy advocated to reduce difficulty is the ‘eccentric viewing’
technique (EV): fixating at a location away from a stimulus (such as text) and using the
relatively preserved peripheral vision to inspect it (Timberlake et al., 1987). However,
although reading in this way is possible, it is often difficult to overcome the strong
natural tendency to make saccades onto the text. Horizontally scrolling text may improve
reading performance under EV conditions, as the eyes can remain fixed at an eccentric
location as the text is moved instead. Participants in this study read scrolling and static
text with a simulated central vision loss (an artificial central scotoma) controlled by an
eye-tracker. Eye movements were recorded to evaluate adherence to the EV technique,
and reading accuracy measured to evaluate reading performance. Both measures were
significantly improved with scrolling compared to static text. These findings demonstrate
the potential benefits of scrolling text as a possible reading aid for people with macular
disease.
Crossland, M. D., Culham, L. E., & Rubin, G. S. (2004). Fixation stability and reading
speed in patients with newly developed macular disease. Ophthalmic & Physiological
Optics, 24, 327–33.
Hazel, C., Petre, K., Armstrong, R., Benson, M., & Frost, N. (2000). Visual function
and subjective quality of life compared in subjects with acquired macular disease.
Investigative Ophthalmology and Visual Science, 41, 1309-1315.
Timberlake, G. T., Peli, E., Essock, E. A., & Augliere, R. A. (1987). Reading with a
macular scotoma. II. Retinal locus for scanning text. Investigative Ophthalmology &
Visual Science, 28, 1268–74.

How I think of myself influences how you think about both of us: Imagery perspective in
social anxiety.

Lydia Kearney* and Robert A Johnston
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University of Kent
L.Kearney@kent.ac.uk
People who experience anxiety in social situations often take a third-person
(observer) perspective during social interactions. As a consequence of this perspective,
they are preoccupied by potential signs of failure in their performance, and fail to attend
to other social actors. In order to investigate interpersonal effects of imagery perspective,
high (n = 12) and low (n = 12) socially anxious participants (partner A) were instructed to
focus on a first or third person perspective while taking part in two dyadic interactions
with a mid-range anxious participant (n = 24) (partner B). Both participants completed
measures assessing their feelings about interaction quality, their own performance, and
their partner's performance in each interaction. Results indicated that, compared to the
first person, utilisation of a third person perspective led to lower ratings of partner A's
specific and global behaviours by both dyad members. Interestingly, partner B also rated
global aspects of their own social performance as particularly poor when partner A used a
third person perspective. This supports and builds on previous research in the area,
suggesting that third person perspective images may influence not only the cognitions
and behaviours of the image-holder, but the quality of interactions in which they engage.

Memory for actions: A two-way mirror?
Nicholas Lange*, Tim Perfect and Patric Bach*
University of Plymouth
nick.lange@plymouth.ac.uk
After alternating performing and watching simple actions, participants
misremember some of the observed actions as having been self-performed (Lindner,
Echterhoff, Davidson & Brand, 2010). In the present study 36 participants working in
pairs were shown 15 familiar shape cues and instructed to alternate generating 3 versions
of each shape with any part of their body or any combination of body parts. The next day
half the participants were asked to re-perform their own actions, and 21% of the
movements they recreated were originally partner-actions, replicating Linder et al.
(2010). However the remaining participants were asked to re-perform actions they had
only observed. These participants also misattributed 21% of the actions by misattributing
their own actions to their partners. Source confusions of action events appear to show the
bidirectional pattern of errors consistent with recent work on unconscious plagiarism.
Consequently, we propose that rather than discussing how observation uniquely
contributes to misattributions towards the self via mirror network activation or enactment
contributes to better memory for own actions (Engelkamp, 1998), source memory for
action events can be addressed within the source monitoring framework (Johnson,
Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993) in its entirety, subsuming unidirectional effects.
Engelkamp, J. (1998). Memory for actions. Psychology Press/Taylor & Francis (UK).
Johnson, M. K., Hashtroudi, S., & Lindsay, D. S. (1993). Source monitoring.
Psychological Bulletin, 114, 3-28.
Lindner, I., Echterhoff, G., Davidson, P. S. R., & Brand, M. (2010). Observation
inflation. Your actions become mine. Psychological Science, 21, 1291–9.
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Still moving: Mandatory form and motion interactions in face perception revealed by
prosopagnosia
Corrina Maguinness* and Fiona Newell
Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
maguinnc@tcd.ie
Our understanding of prosopagnosia is largely restricted to static face processing.
However, evidence suggests that facial motion is relevant to the processing of identity.
Motion may provide an independent cue for recognition; or it may combine with form
information to create a robust face representation. Here, we compared the effect of
motion on face perception in two prosopagnosics and age-matched controls. Participants
learned faces presented in motion, or in a sequence of static images, containing
rigid/viewpoint or non-rigid/expression changes. Immediately following learning,
participants matched a static test image to the learned face which varied by viewpoint
(Experiment1) or expression (Experiment2) and was learned or novel. Face matching
performance improved in controls, across changes in viewpoint and expression, for faces
learned in motion relative to static presentation. In contrast, this dynamic enhancement
was not evident in prosopagnosic participants for rigid motion. Moreover, non-rigid
motion interfered with matching identity across expression changes in both
prosopagnosics. However, motion did not interfere with matching expressions across
different facial identities (Experiment3). Our findings suggest that dynamic facial cues
can enhance normal identity processing. However, in prosopagnosia where suboptimal
recognition strategies are employed, e.g. feature matching, motion likely distracts from
processing image characteristics of the face.

The effect of viewing angle on unfamiliar face matching
Rachel Moore* and Robert A Johnston
University of Kent
rm446@kent.ac.uk
Unfamiliar face matching is the process of simultaneously verifying the
equivalence of two faces. Accuracy within this task is crucial given its importance and
prevalence in security domains. However, research has consistently demonstrated that
performance is error prone, suggesting the need for improvement techniques.
Considerable research has been conducted exploring the effect of viewing angle on face
memory, of which a number found a ¾ view advantage. This advantage has been
associated with the fact that a ¾ view provides information about both the frontal and
profile views. This depth of information may be particularly beneficial when matching an
image to a moving face. However, little attention has been given to the effect of viewing
angle on unfamiliar face matching accuracy. Therefore, the current study examined
unfamiliar face matching accuracy when comparing a video to photographic ID
containing either a ¾ or frontal image. A ‘Both’ condition, in which the photographic ID
contained both a frontal and ¾ image, was also included to see whether the additional
information improved accuracy further. The results revealed increased ability to
discriminate between match and mismatch trials for those in the ‘Both’ condition,
compared to those presented with either the single frontal or single ¾ face images.

An in-group bias in visual perception
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Zargol Moradi1*, Jie Sui2*, Miles Hewstone1* and Glyn Humphreys1, 3
1. University of Oxford
2. Tsinghua University of Beijing, China
3. University of Hong Kong
zahra.moradi@psy.ox.ac.uk
To what extent to social factors modulate earlier perceptual processes? We report
evidence for a high-level social bias, based on whether stimuli are associated with the ingroup or an out-group, which affects simple perceptual matching. Football fans were
instructed to associate the badges of their favourite football team (in-group), the rival team
(out-group) and neutral teams with simple geometric shapes. Across two experiments,
matching was more efficient and showed higher sensitivity for in-group than for out-group
(rival and neutral) badge-shape associations, even when participants responded only to the
geometric shapes (in Experiment 2). Moreover, when the badges and shapes were presented
simultaneously, there was also evidence for performance on non-match trials being
disrupted when the in-group badge was linked to the shape associated with the rival team.
Across individuals the in-group perceptual bias was related to measures of group solidarity
and satisfaction. The advantage for in-group stimuli was not found in an independent
sample of participants who were not football fans. These findings indicate that group
identification can enhance perception for in-group associated stimuli, consistent with
perceptual processes being modulated by high-level social factors.

The effects of caloric vestibular stimulation on post-stroke aphasia
Rachael Morris1*, David Wilkinson1, William Milberg2* and Mohamed
Sakel3
1. University of Kent
2. Harvard Medical School, USA
3. East Kent Hospitals University NHS Foundation Trust
Rachael_morris953@hotmail.co.uk
Moderate to severe language and communication disorders are among the most
disabling consequences of stroke. Current therapies are often of limited efficacy,
particularly in chronic cases. Here we assessed the therapeutic potential of caloric
vestibular stimulation (CVS), a form of peripheral sensory stimulation that increases
blood flow to Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas of the brain. Three participants, each
presenting with chronic, unilateral lesions to the left hemisphere, were administered daily
CVS for four consecutive weeks. Relative to their pre-treatment baseline scores, two of
the three participants showed significant improvement on both picture and responsive
naming at immediate and 1-week follow-up. One of these participants also showed
improved sentence repetition, and another showed improved auditory word
discrimination. Subjective testimonies from participants’ carers/relations corroborated
these formal measures and also highlighted improvements in motor ability, characterised
by increased muscle control, strength and improved balance. These data provide the first,
albeit tentative, evidence that CVS may relieve expressive and receptive symptoms of
aphasia. A larger, sham-controlled study is now needed to further assess efficacy.

Own race bias on the construction of facial composites
Benny Ogidan* and Robert A Johnston
University of Kent
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Own race bias (ORB) is where people show superior performance in recognizing
faces of their own race compared with faces of another race. Facial composites, used to
help search for suspects, are constructed from memory and are potentially susceptible to
ORB. Not all witnesses are asked to construct composites and not all composites are
circulated. Understanding the impact of the relationship between race of witness and
suspect might help inform these decisions. We investigated whether individuals were
better at constructing composites of their own, or another, race. Pseudo-witnesses briefly
viewed a face and returned later to construct a composite. Black and white witnesses
constructed composites of either black or white faces. Independent judges assessed
composites in relation to the intended target. Judges preferred composites produced when
witnesses were the same race as the target (black witnesses produced better composites of
black faces than white witnesses). However, judges preferred composites produced by
witnesses of their own race irrespective of the race of suspect. White judges preferred
composites of black faces made by white witnesses over black witnesses. These findings
indicate the operation of ORB but suggest a complex relationship between race of
witness, race of suspect and race of end user.

Post-perceptual face recognition impairments in developmental prosopagnosia: An ERP
study
Joanna Parketny*, John Towler* and Martin Eimer
Birkbeck College, University of London
j.parketny@bbk.ac.uk
Individuals with developmental prosopagnosia (DP) have severe difficulties
recognizing faces, but it remains unclear which stages of face processing are affected in
DP. To investigate whether DPs are impaired in recognizing their own face or a taskrelevant unknown face, and to find out whether such impairments are generated at
perceptual or post-perceptual stages of face processing, event-related brain potentials
(ERPs) were recorded in a group of 10 DPs and 10 control participants. The task required
participants to detect a specific target face (“Joe”) among unfamiliar nontarget faces. On
a subset of trials, the participants’ own face was presented, but had to be ignored. N250
components were elicited in response to “Joe” and “Own Face” over lateral posterior
electrodes in both the DP and control groups, suggesting that visual face recognition was
unimpaired in DP. In contrast, the late positivity component (LPC) that is linked to later,
semantic stage of face processing and explicit recognition was delayed and attenuated in
the DP group, both for “Joe” and “Own Face”. These results demonstrate that face
recognition impairments in DP can originate at relatively late post-perceptual stages of
face processing.

Evidence for both retinocentric and headcentric maps, but not body or world-centric
maps in visual perception
Sandeep Parwaga* and Phil Duke*
University of Leicester
sp429@le.ac.uk
Despite movements of the eyes, head and body, our perception of the world is
stable and allows us to interact successfully with the environment. How are such
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perceptions formed? One possibility is that retinocentric image features are transformed
into representations at higher levels, such as head-, body- , or maybe even world-centred
representations. The present study investigated this hypothesis using a contingent tilt
aftereffect (TAE) paradigm designed to reveal adaptive representations beyond the
retinotopic level. We found TAEs contingent on eye gaze direction, but not head or body
direction. This demonstrates that visual features are represented in a headcentric frame
and suggests no higher levels of perceptual representation. Having found evidence for an
adaptive headcentric representation, we examined its contribution to the classical TAE
using a method designed to isolate retinotopic and headcentric components and examine
their temporal characteristics. We found evidence that tilt representation involves 1) a
retinotopic tilt encoding mechanism, which is sensitive to test stimulus duration, and 2) a
gaze direction encoding mechanism, which is not. Our results suggest that retinocentric
visual feature orientation is jointly encoded with gaze direction to produce head-centric but not body or world centric - representations in the visual cortex.

The role of spatial frequency for face detection in natural scenes
Kaewmart Pongakkasira* and Markus Bindemann
University of Kent
kp281@kent.ac.uk
This study examined how different spatial frequency bands facilitate the detection
of human faces in complex natural scenes. In five experiments, observers' eye
movements and reaction times were recorded while they searched visual scenes that were
rendered in different spatial frequencies. Detection performance was best with spatial
frequency bands that provide only coarse visual detail (low and medium frequencies)
than with the fine visual detail carried by high-spatial frequency bands. A contrast of the
speed of eye movements to faces and reaction times indicates that these effects arise
during the initial search for possible face candidates within a scene rather than
subsequent decision stages to confirm that a fixated region is indeed a face. These results
are consistent with detection theories that specify a “quick and dirty” processing strategy,
which relies on salient visual cues to locate possible face candidates.

Eyewitness identification in a repetition priming procedure
Andrew Russ* and Markus Bindemann
University of Kent
ar270@kent.ac.uk
In criminal investigations, eyewitnesses frequently mistake innocent suspects for
the perpetrator of an observed crime, and there is good evidence that this causes the
wrongful convictions of many people. Despite this, many eyewitnesses are capable of
making perfectly accurate identifications. The problem of eyewitness identification in
police investigations therefore arises in differentiating accurate from inaccurate
eyewitnesses. In this study, we explored the potential of repetition priming as a method
for differentiating such eyewitnesses in three experiments. Observers were first exposed
to two target identities in a video and then looked for these targets in identity lineups.
This was followed by a categorization task, which measured repetition priming of the
target faces, additional non-target faces from the identity lineups, and previously unseen
unfamiliar faces. A consistent negative priming effect was found for targets compared to
all other faces. This effect was reliable only after a correct lineup identification had been
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made (Experiment 1 and 3) or after a lineup without the target had been correctly rejected
by observers (Experiments 2 and 3). The findings indicate that the accuracy of lineup
identifications can be assessed with repetition priming.

Discriminating stretched faces
Adam Sandford1*, Markus Bindemann2 and Mike Burton1
1. University of Aberdeen
2. University of Kent
a.sandford@abdn.ac.uk
Recent evidence has challenged the assumption that spatial relations between
features are important in face recognition (Hole et al., 2002). In this study, we present a
new test of sensitivity to spatial relationships between features using a matching task
design, in which observers were asked to decide whether two images had the exact same
configuration or not. Unfamiliar face configurations were stretched by magnitudes that
ranged from 3 to 30 pixels in the horizontal dimension. In Experiment 1, we presented
greyscale high-quality photographs in a sequential matching design. In Experiment 2, we
presented the same unfamiliar faces to new observers but in a simultaneous matching
design. In Experiment 3, we presented the same unfamiliar faces along with
impoverished versions of these faces as black-and-white images to new observers.
Experiment 4, used the same stimuli in a modified old-new recognition design. We found
linear improvements in accuracy as the magnitude of stretch increased from smallest
stretch condition. However, accuracy was remarkably poor reaching an optimal error rate
of about 30% in the largest mismatch condition, irrespective of the design or stimuli used.
This study raises questions about the importance of configuration in face recognition and
the ecological plausibility of previous manipulations.
Hole, G. J., George, P. A., Eaves, K., & Rasek, A. (2002). Effects of geometric
distortions on face-recognition performance. Perception, 31, 1221-1240.

Simulations of language in individuals with and without Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD)
Miriam Tresh* and Heather J Ferguson
University of Kent
mt368@kent.ac.uk
Research has shown that language comprehension is facilitated through the
construction of mental simulations. We report three experiments that investigate the
nature and content of these simulations in adults with and without ASD. Experiment 1
examined action simulations. Concrete and abstract sentences described an action
towards or away from the body (e.g. “Courtney handed you the notebook”), and
participants responded by pressing a key. Response location (near vs. far) was
manipulated such that the sentence- and response-direction either matched or
mismatched. Experiment 2 used a sentence-picture verification task, and manipulated ISI
(250ms vs. 1500ms) to investigate the time course of mental simulations. Sentences such
as “The eagle is in the sky/nest” were presented, and participants responded to an image
of the object (eagle) whose form either matched or mismatched that described in the
sentence. Experiment 3 also used a sentence-picture task and manipulated certainty of the
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described event using a verb (knows vs. thinks). Sentences were presented word-by-word
and EEG was recorded. Results in all three experiments clearly showed that both groups
activate mental simulations of language. However, the strength and timing of these
effects differed between the two groups, which might account in part for comprehension
difficulties in ASD.

Is word-initial consonant lengthening a universal speech segmentation cue?
Laurence White1, Annabel Snell1*, Craig Young1*, Silvia BenavidesVarela2* and Katalin Mády3*
1. University of Plymouth
2. IRCCS San Camillo Hospital, Venice; LPP CNRS-Universitè Paris
Descartes
3. Hungarian Academy of Sciences
laurence.white@plymouth.ac.uk
Prosody guides listeners to word and phrase boundaries. Whilst some cues – such
as the predominant pattern of stress placement with respect to word boundaries – are
language-specific, lengthening of vowels in phrase-final syllables has been proposed to
be a universal cue to upcoming boundaries (Beckman, 1992). Lengthening of onset
consonants in word-initial syllables is also widely observed across languages, and is
therefore another potentially universal segmentation cue (Keating, Cho, Fougeron, &
Hsu, 2003).
Using an artificial language learning paradigm, we have found that English
listeners use consonant lengthening as a cue to a preceding word boundary (White,
Mattys, Steffansdottir, & Jones, submitted). Here we adapted that methodology for crosslinguistic use. We created an artificial language comprised of four trisyllabic (CV-CVCV) sequences, none of which resembled any real words in English, Hungarian and
Italian, three languages with distinct prosodic characteristics. Two versions of the
language were prepared: (a) all vowels and consonants had the same duration; (b) the
initial consonant of each trisyllabic word was lengthened. As before, English listeners
recalled the language better when word-initial consonants were lengthened. The
experiment continues to establish whether speakers of Hungarian and Italian also use
word-initial consonant lengthening as a segmentation cue.
Beckman, M. E. (1992). Evidence for speech rhythms across languages. In Y. Tohkura,
E. Vatikiotis-Bateson & Y. Sagisaka (eds.), Speech Perception, Production and
Linguistic Structure (pp. 457-463). Oxford: IOS Press.
Keating, P. A., Cho, T., Fougeron, C., & Hsu, C. (2003). Domain-initial strengthening in
four languages. In J. Local, R. Ogden, & R.Temple (eds.). Papers in Laboratory
Phonology 6 (pp. 145-163). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
White, L., Mattys, S., Steffansdottir, L. & Jones, V. (submitted). An amendment to the
iambic-trochaic law: Lengthened consonants are interpreted as word-initial.

Object knowledge influences perceptual and attentional stages of visual processing
Theresa Wildegger*, Paul Azzopardi, Jane Riddoch and Glyn Humphreys
University of Oxford
Theresa.Wildegger@psy.ox.ac.uk
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Different visual features are coded by distinct areas in the brain yet objects are
perceived as coherent wholes. The process of binding features, particularly across
different visual dimensions, is considered an attention demanding process. Previous
research suggests that these processing limitations can be bypassed and efficient search is
possible for familiar objects. Here we examined whether processing advantages for
familiar objects are related to differences in perceptual or attentional processing.
Participants searched for colour – diagnostic items appearing in their familiar or
unfamiliar colour while display size and duration, colour presentation and top – down
expectations were varied. Perceptual sensitivity (measured in A’) was improved for
targets presented in their familiar colours relative to items presented in unfamiliar
colours. This advantage was robust across experimental conditions and persisted when
targets were more likely to appear in unfamiliar colours. Also, when display size was
large targets presented in familiar colours benefitted from an increase in display duration
while perceptual sensitivity for unfamiliar targets remained poor and comparable with
performance at short display durations. The findings suggest that stored object
representations improve search performance at both perceptual and attentional stages of
processing.

Do repeated sessions of galvanic vestibular stimulation induce lasting relief from hemispatial neglect?
David Wilkinson1, Olga Zubko1*, Serena Vazan1*, Mohamed Sakel2*,
Simon Coulton1*, Tracy Higgins1* and Patrick Pullicino2*
1. University of Kent
2. East Kent Hospitals University NHS Foundation Trust
dtw@kent.ac.ukk
Hemi-spatial neglect is an attentional disorder in which the sufferer fails to
acknowledge or respond to stimuli appearing in contralesional space. In recent years, it
has become clear that a measurable reduction in neglect can occur during galvanic
vestibular stimulation, a technique by which transmastoid current induces lateral,
attentional shifts via asymmetric modulation of the left and right vestibular nerves.
However, it remains unclear whether this reduction persists after stimulation is stopped.
To estimate longevity of effect, we therefore conducted a double-blind, randomized,
dose-response trial involving 52 stroke patients suffering from left-sided neglect. To
determine whether repeated sessions of galvanic vestibular stimulation more effectively
induce lasting relief than a single session, participants received 1, 5, or 10 sessions, each
lasting 25mins, of sub-sensory, left-anodal right-cathodal noisy direct current. All three
treatment arms showed a statistically significant improvement between the prestimulation baseline and the final day of stimulation on the primary outcome measure, the
conventional tests of the Behavioural Inattention Test. This change (mean change=28%,
SD=18) was still evident 1month later. These data suggest that galvanic vestibular
stimulation, a simple, cheap technique suitable for home-based administration, may
produce lasting reductions in neglect that are clinically important.

Unintentional and intentional recognition rely on dissociable neurocognitive mechanisms
David Williams*, Mariam Bhula*, Dinkar Sharma and Zara Bergstrom
University of Kent
Tdw337@kent.ac.uk
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Recent research has shown that people’s intentional recognition of target items
can be biased by unintentional recognition of simultaneously presented distractor items.
We investigated the neurocognitive processes underlying this effect to assess whether
intentional and unintentional recognition depend on dissociable memory mechanisms.
Participants first studied words and pictures, and next completed a recognition test where
words that were either old or new were shown superimposed over pictures that were also
either old or new. Participants made old/new recognition judgements on either words or
pictures (targets) while ignoring the other stimulus type (distractors) and having their
EEG recorded. The result showed that distractor old/new status had a biasing effect on
target recognition accuracy, and furthermore, that Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) to
targets and distractors were markedly different. Whereas old targets and distractors both
elicited early frontal ERP effects associated with familiarity, only old targets elicited a
later parietal ERP effect associated with recollection. The findings thus suggest that
unintentional recognition is driven by an early automatic familiarity process. Intentional
recognition also involves familiarity, but in addition, recruits a slower recollection
process. Our results converge with previous evidence that conscious recollection is
largely under voluntary control and can be dissociated from automatic familiarity.

Local Information
Accommodation
On campus, there are university halls of residence accommodation at Rutherford College,
University of Kent, Canterbury. Rooms cost £31 per night for a single room with shared
bathroom facilities and include breakfast. Please book via the accommodation form by
30 March.
The city has a number of options and is only 15 minutes away by bus. Ask Tourist
Information, Canterburyinformation@canterbury.gov.uk (01227 378 100) for more
information or try a dedicated hotel booking website, e.g., http://www.hotels.com

City of Canterbury Guesthouse
27 St Thomas Hill, Canterbury, Kent CT2 8HW tel: 01227 457455
Website: http://www.thecityofcanterbury.co.uk
£45-£75 per room per night B&B
The Falstaff Hotel
8-10 St. Dunstans Street, Canterbury, CT2 8AF; tel: 01227 462 138
Website: www.thefalstaffincanterbury.com
£69-£89 per room per night B&B
House of Agnes
71 St Dunstans Street, Canterbury, CT2 8BN; tel: 01227 472 185
Website: www.houseofagnes.co.uk
£85-£115 per room per night B&B
Premier Inn Canterbury City Centre
New Dover Road, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 1UP; tel: 0871 527 9408 Website:
http://www.premierinn.com/en/hotel/CANDOV/canterbury-city-centre
£39-59 per room per night room only
Millers Arms
1-2 Mill Lane St. Radigunds, Canterbury, CT1 2AW; tel: 01227 456 057
Website: http://www.shepherdneame.co.uk/pubs/canterbury/millers-arms
£70-£100 per room per night B&B

Conference Dinner
The dinner will be at the Café Du Soleil, 4-5 Pound Lane, Canterbury at XXX on
Wednesday 16th April.
The cost will be £38.50 for 3 courses wine, water and gratuity. EPS members please
reserve your place and indicate any dietary requirements on the enclosed form which
should be returned to Dr Heather Ferguson, School of Psychology, Keynes College,
University of Kent, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 3XX before 30th March 2014.
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Travel
By Air: London airports are closest and most convenient for Canterbury. Rail and road
links from central London take between 60 and 90 minutes.
By Rail: There are direct rail links between Canterbury and many of the UK's major
cities and airports. For train times, visit http://www.nationalrail.co.uk.
UNIBUS and route 4/4a/4b run approximately every 15 minutes between University and
the Railway Stations and take 15 minutes. Visit http://www.stagecoachbus.com/ for
more details.
Local Taxis: Longley’s Private Hire, 01227 710777; Canterbury Galaxy Taxis, 01227
450150 and Aristocars 01227 711993
By Car: From London, the North and East Anglia (via M25 clockwise): Leave M25 at
junction 2 signposted A2 Canterbury, continue on A2/M2, leave M2 at junction 7
signposted A2 Canterbury. Follow signs to Canterbury.
From the West and South-West (via M25 anticlockwise): At M25 junction 5 continue
ahead on M26(M20) signposted Maidstone, leave M20 at junction 7 signposted A249
Canterbury, join M2 at junction 5 for Canterbury, leave M2 at junction 7 signposted A2
Canterbury. Follow signs to Canterbury.
From the South-East: Maidstone and Tonbridge: M20, A249, M2, A2 Ashford: A28
Folkestone: M20, A28 Dover: A2.
From Canterbury to the campus: Via A2 eastbound/London: Rheims Way, London
Road, Whitstable Road, University Road
Via A2 westbound/A28: Wincheap, Rheims Way, London Road, Whitstable Road,
University Road
If using Sat Nav or an online route planner the postcode for University Road is CT2 7NP.
Then follow signs for visitor parking.
By Sea: Dover is the closest port to Canterbury and ferries from Dunkirk and Calais sail
throughout the day taking between 90 and 120 minutes. Visit http://www.poferries.com
or http://www.dfdsseaways.co.uk/b/ferries/ for details. From Dover, rail, road and bus
links take you to Canterbury.
By Coach: The bus station is served by National Express coach services from from
London and Dover. Visit www.nationalexpress.com for more details.
UNIBUS and route 4/4a/4b run approximately every 15 minutes between University and
the bus station and take 15 minutes. Visit http://www.stagecoachbus.com/ for more
details.
By Bus:
Buses run regularly (four times an hour) to and from the city centre. The Canterbury
Triangle service (www.stagecoachbus.com) takes you to Keynes College on campus. A
map with bus stops is available on the University of Kent website.
By Bicycle/Foot: You can walk or cycle from Canterbury West train station (about 25-30
minutes). Turn left out of the station and walk to the end of the road.
Just after the 'Goods Shed' market on your left, take the footpath on the left and take the
subway under the railway line. The University is signposted on blue signs from here.

Eating and Drinking on Campus
Each college in the University has its own café bar. In Keynes College there are two places to
eat: Dolce Vita offers a range of fusion dishes and K Bar provides a more casual area to eat and
drink.
Evening Meal
Most of Canterbury’s restaurants are reasonably priced and within the City Centre. You could
try:
Osterio Posillipo (Rustic Italian) 15-16 Borough CT1 2DR 01227 761471
The Foundry (Traditional pub food) White Horse Lane CT1 2RU 01227 455899
Azouma (Moroccan and Lebanese) 4 Church Street CT1 1NH 01227 760076
Deeson’s Restaurant (various) 25-27 Sun Street CT1 2AZ 01227 767854
The Ancient Raj (Indian) 5-26 North Lane CT2 7EE 01227 445 882 / 470092
Tamago (Japanese) 64 Northgate, Canterbury CT1 1BB 01227 634537
Salt (British style tapas) 13 Palace St, CT1 2DZ 01227 788595
Michael Caine’s and The Old Tavern at Abode 30-33 High St CT1 2RX 01227 766266
Cafe Mauresque Restaurant (vegetarian and vegan friendly despite the address!) 8 Butchery
Lane CT1 2JRT: 01227 464300
Places of Interest
See http://www.canterbury.co.uk/tourist-information/Visitor-Information-Centre.aspx for details
of local places to visit.
Canterbury has the oldest cathedral in England and is well worth visiting.
Canterbury Heritage Museum exhibits the city’s story from medieval times to the present.
Take a boat ride on the historic Stour with either a tour of the city or a luxurious punt
The ruins of the Norman castle contain elevated viewing platforms and a model of the castle,
keep and walls as it used to be.
Canterbury is a city steeped in literary history. Pay a visit to the Canterbury Tales Museum to
see Chaucer’s characters brought to life.
There are also many parks and outside spaces in and around Canterbury including Curtis Wood
Park, Westgate Gardens, Dane John Gardens and The Blean Ancient Woodlands.
Kent is known as the Garden of England and travelling even a short distance outside of the city
centre will bring you to beautiful country landscapes ideal for exploring. Visit the Tourist
Information page for more information.

BOOKING FORM FOR CONFERENCE DINNER
APRIL MEETING 15-17 APRIL, 2014
The dinner is Wednesday, 16th, April at 8pm, at Café Du Soleil, 4-5 Pound Lane, Canterbury.
The cost will be £38.50 per person, including 3 courses, wine and water and gratuity. Café Du
Soleil is beautifully located in an English Heritage building, next to the city gates on the River
Stour. Its food is known for changing with the seasons, and serving local products, cooked in a
wood burning oven.
Postgraduates may attend the dinner for a subsidised cost of £19.25.
In this instance the Booking form must be accompanied by a statement from an EPS
member confirming Postgraduate status.
Name………………………………………………………………………………..
Conference Dinner – Wednesday, 16th, April
Starter
Four Ducks
Duck liver mousse, duck rillettes, duck scratchings and smoked duck breast Balsamic
beetroot pickle, homemade focaccia
Aubergine and Three Cheese Gratin
Tallegio, mozzarella and parmesan. Basil, tomato and olive oil
Beef Carpaccio Rocket and Parmesan
Garlic, fresh chilli, soy sauce, extra virgin olive oil
Salmon and Crab Fried “Sushi”
Fresh salmon, crab and rocket wrapped in nori, sealed in tempura batter Wasabi, soy
dipping sauce
Hot Goat’s Cheese and Pancetta Salad
Macadamia nut and panko crusted goat’s cheese, salad leaves Smoked pancetta,
cherry tomatoes, pesto vinaigrette
Main
Wood Roast Free Range Chicken With Pancetta
Chicken breast marinated in lemon & garlic, tarragon Dijon cream sauce, Seasonal
greens and parmesan mash
Twice cooked Brisket of Beef
Braised in red wine, then wood roasted. Bourgignonne sauce, truffled macaroni
cheese
Roast Squash Risotto
Wood roast mixed squash and greens. Tempura Broccoli, parmesan, pesto
Local Cod with Crab Aioli Gratin
Stir fried udon noodles with mussels, broccoli Soy ginger butter sauce
Seared Kentish Lamb
Marinated in lemon juice, garlic and thyme, served with rosemary aioli, Ratatouille,
boulangere potatoes
Dessert
Sticky Toffee and Pecan Pudding, Cream

Please Tick

Lemon and Orange Mascarpone Cheesecake, Mango Coulis
Dark Chocolate Almond Cake, Milk chocolate crème anglaise, White Chocolate Ice
Cream
Blackberry and Gingercake Trifle. Lemon Curd Cream, Pedro Ximenez sherry

to:

Please return this form, with your cheque (made payable to Café Du Soleil)
Dr Heather Ferguson, School of Psychology, Keynes College, University of Kent,
Canterbury, Kent, CT1 3XX
Email: h.ferguson@kent.ac.uk

BOOKING FORMS MUST BE RETURNED, TOGETHER WITH FULL PAYMENT BY:
SUNDAY, 30th MARCH

BOOKING FORM FOR CONFERENCE ACCOMMODATION
APRIL MEETING 15-17 APRIL, 2014

Accommodation has been reserved for the nights of 14-18 April at Rutherford College,
University of Kent, Canterbury. Single rooms (with shared bathroom facilities) cost £31 per
night and include breakfast. Rutherford College is located on the University campus, so it is a
short 5-10 minute walk through campus to the conference venue (Keynes College). Buses into
Canterbury city centre and train stations leave regularly (~every 7 minutes) from the bus stop
outside Keynes College.

Name: …………………….……………………………………………………………………
Address:…………………….……………………………………………………………………
……………………....…………………….………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
Tel and email:………….………………………………………………………………………

Accommodation – Rutherford College, University of Kent, Canterbury
Monday 14th April 2014
Tuesday 15th April 2014
Wednesday 16th April 2014
Thursday 17th April 2014

No of
Rooms
Required

Total
£
£
£

TOTAL £

You can choose to pay either by completing the payment authorisation form (see separate
form), or by filling in your details above, and we will send an invoice, which can be paid
using any payment method. Please return this form (and your payment authorisation form
if applicable) to:
Dr Heather Ferguson, School of Psychology, Keynes College, University of Kent, Canterbury,
Kent, CT1 3XX
Email: h.ferguson@kent.ac.uk

BOOKING FORMS MUST BE RETURNED, TOGETHER WITH FULL PAYMENT BY:
SUNDAY, 30th MARCH

The Twelfth Mid-Career
EPS Prize Lecture


will be delivered by

Professor Martin Eimer
Department of Psychology,
Birkbeck College, University of London

Top-down control in visual attention


6.00pm, Wednesday 16th April 2014
Lecture Theatre 1, Keynes College, University of Kent
The lecture will be open to the public

s

Membership Proposal Form

Please use BLACK ink
Name:

Title:

Age:

Full current professional address
Email

Telephone
Degrees:
Date

Degree

Experience:
Dates

Post

Class

University

Current research interests

Oral Papers delivered to EPS, with dates (In the case of jointly authored papers, please indicate who spoke)

Publications (up to two examples of senior-authored and peer-reviewed: published articles, not “in press”)

Signature of applicant

Date

In supporting this candidate, we are agreeing that the applicant has made independent contributions to the
publications cited above and merits membership of the Society
Proposer
Signature

Seconder
Signature

Print Name

Print Name

NOMINATIONS
Nominations for new members should be made using the form on the preceding page.
Entries should be made in clear black type, using one side of the form only. All information should
be included on the form, not on additional sheets.
Under "Publications", only articles that have appeared in print by the time of nomination, in peerreviewed psychological or cognate journals, should be listed. Because of space limitations, a
complete publication list is not required; up to two recent examples, where the nominee is single or
first author, are sufficient.
Applicants must be nominated by two EPS members.
These forms should be returned by 1 September to the EPS Assistant: Louise Bolderstone, School of
Psychology, University of Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham, NG7 2RD.
CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES
Soon after the closing date of 1 September, brief details of all candidates will be circulated to
members of the Society, who may request further information if they wish. The nomination forms
will be considered by the Committee, usually in October. The Committee will decide whether each
candidate is eligible for admission to Ordinary Membership, i.e. those candidates who have:
a)

secured a PhD,

b)

published an independent account of their work in a reputable, peer-reviewed psychological
journal, and

c)

personally delivered an oral paper to the Society.

Candidates who do not meet all these criteria can be considered only in exceptional circumstances.
Those who are resident outside Europe will be asked for assurance that they can attend meetings
reasonably often.
Any candidate not selected as eligible by the Committee will be informed of this and will be advised
whether he/she may again be proposed for membership in a future year and if so subject to what
conditions. The list of those selected as eligible will be put to the Annual General Meeting in January
for approval.

April Meeting, 15-17 April 2014
The programme for the April meeting is enclosed with this mailing. Booking forms are enclosed for
the conference dinner at Café Du Soleil, 4-5 Pound Lane, Canterbury on Wednesday 16 April at 8 pm
and accommodation at Rutherford College, University of Kent, Canterbury. Please return the
booking forms with payment to Dr Heather Ferguson by Friday 30 March 2014. Some places at the
dinner are available to postgraduate students at half-price: bookings for these must be accompanied
by a letter from an EPS member confirming the student’s status.
The Business Meeting will be Wednesday 16 April 5.30pm - members only
The programme also includes:
Tuesday 15 April 2.30pm Symposium: The role of executive functions in self and other perspective
use (Dr Heather Ferguson)
Wednesday 16 April 2.30pm Symposium: Attentional control (Dr Tina Forster) to accompany
Martin Eimer’s Mid-Career Award Lecture.
Wednesday 16 April 6.00pm. EPS 12th Mid-Career Award Lecture by Professor Martin Eimer
entitled Top-down control in visual attention
Thursday 17 April 9.00am Symposium: Recent advances in developmental prosopagnosia research
(Dr Sarah Bate)
Newcastle Meeting, 16-18 July 2014
The website for submissions to this meeting will open on Friday 18 April 2014.
The meeting will include the 23rd EPS Prize Lecture by Dr Matt Longo entitled Distorted body
representations in healthy adults plus an accompanying symposium organised by Professor Manos
Tsarkiris on Body-Building: From body representations to bodily experience.
3rd Frith Prize Lecture – Dr Jennifer Cook entitled Action observation, execution and imitation
in autism spectrum conditions
Local organiser symposium: Finding out how animals think and feel
Symposium: Memory for emotional events
This meeting will also include the 22nd EPS/British Science Association Undergraduate Project
Prize – Punit Shah.
A copy of the EPS Handbook 2014 is included in this mailing.
Dr Helen Cassaday
Hon. Secretary

March 2014

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY
The 66th Annual General Meeting was held in the Ground Floor Lecture Theatre,
Department of Cognitive, Perceptual & Brain Sciences, University College London, 26 Bedford
Way, at 5pm on Thursday 9 January 2014.
Prof Jan Atkinson announced sad news of UCL colleague and EPS Member John Wattam-Bell.
John died shortly before the meeting, 30 December 2013, suddenly of a heart attack.

MINUTES
Over 50 members were present.
14/1 Minutes of the Business Meeting held at 5.30pm on Thursday 4th July 2013, at the Main
Arts Building, Bangor University in Lecture Theatre 3.
The Minutes of the July 2013 Business Meeting were approved and signed by the President.
14/2

Matters arising

The President announced that the EPS-sponsored workshop in honour of Jon Driver should
now go ahead January 2015.

14/3

Annual Reports
3.1 Annual Report of the Society

Due to a delay in finalising the annual report with the accountants this will now have to be
circulated with the January mailing and posted to web page as soon as possible.
3.2 Treasurer's Report
The Treasurer presented a number of slides to illustrate the Society’s overall financial position.
Total income was £347K and expenditure was £349K. Income from QJEP was £335K.
Expenditure on grants and awards was increased by £55K. Administration costs look to be
increased on last year but this was due to a claim carried over from 2012.
The Treasurer explained that the delayed payments distort the figures in that this year’s spend
partly reflects commitments made in the previous year. However, the Society’s historical
balance has clearly been maintained, presently standing at £330,763. One of the members
present queried the 3-4% of the overall budget spent on workshops. The Treasurer explained
that these are specific events, additional to the two symposia typically included within each of
the 3 scientific meetings held each year. The Hon Sec confirmed that these are each funded at a

similar rate. Finally the Treasurer raised the issue of ‘historical debt’ for unclaimed awards. He
announced the plan to cancel these.

3.3 Editor’s Report
The Editor reminded members of the importance of QJEP as the Society’s major income stream and his
plans to consolidate the journal’s standing. The only problem at present is the drop in submissions
which are back to the level seen in 2011. The Editor therefore encouraged members to submit to the
journal. Of a total of 368 submissions last year, 76 were accepted and 99 were rejected. The remainder
are still being processed. The Editor flagged up the need for good reviewers and requested that
members accept invitations to review. He also updated members on the progress of his new initiatives.
One of these initiatives is review papers of the 10 most cited papers in QJEP. These will provide
excellent material for the journal and for teaching. So far, 4 invited submissions have been received. He
is still working on the 6 remaining ones under this QJEP Classics Revisited scheme.
Special issues are also in the pipeline, for example on megastudies and prospective memory. The Editor
encouraged members to contact him with their ideas for further special issues. The Editor also
reminded members of the new Comments section forum in which members can raise issues with papers
published. Comments should be up to 1000 words and are primarily intended to raise issues with papers
published in QJEP. Comments are dealt with at the editorial level. Finally, the Editor reported that
Philip Quinlan has raised the question as to why book reviews have been dropped. Historically this was
because of the publication backlog but now the journal has more pages, they can be reintroduced. As
Philip Quinlan proposed the reintroduction of book reviews he was the ideal candidate for Book
Reviews Editor. Teresa McCormack asked whether the journal’s impact factor might be adversely
affected by the introduction of these short pieces. The Editor reassured the membership that short
pieces which do not include an abstract do not contribute to the calculation of the impact factor.

14/4-14/9

The following October Committee Nominations were put to the AGM -

Election of Forty Third Bartlett Lecturer
Professor Lorraine K. Tyler FBA

Thirteenth EPS Mid-Career Award
Professor Martin Pickering

Twenty Second EPS Prize Lecturer
Professor Manos Tsakiris

Election to Third Frith Prize
Dr Jennifer Cook
Election of Officers and Committee Members 2014
Officers of the Society
Hon Secretary Elect
Hon Secretary
Hon Treasurer

Dr John Towse
Dr Helen Cassaday
Professor Tim Perfect

Ordinary Committee Members
Dr Patti Adank
Dr Sarah Beck
Dr Heather Ferguson
Dr Rob Jenkins
Members were also advised of the decision to co-opt Dr Kevin Paterson in 2014, as incoming
Conference Secretary for 2015.
At this point, the President also thanked the 4 EPS members who are leaving Committee - Jenni Rodd,
Teresa McCormack, Philip Quinlan and Elizabeth Maylor. They have all done an excellent job.
Particular thanks are due to Jenni Rodd who has acted as the UCL Local Organiser throughout her term
on committee, a burden which she has borne with fortitude.
14/9 Honorary Members
Professor Graham Hitch
Professor Geoffrey Hall
The nominations, which had previously been approved by the EPS Committee in October 2013, were
all ratified at the AGM.

14/10 Admission of Ordinary Members
Under Rule 7 the list of applicants for Ordinary Membership was earlier circulated electronically. These
applications were provisionally approved at the October Committee meeting with one exception (in the
case of an applicant who has yet to present to the Society).
The October Committee recommendations for admission to membership were all ratified at the AGM.

14/11 Arrangements for future meetings
15-17 April 2014, University of Kent, Local Organiser Robert Johnston. This meeting will
include the 12th EPS Mid-Career Lecture by Martin Eimer plus an accompanying symposium
organised by Tina Forster.

The Conference Secretary advised that the portal for the Kent meeting would open 13/01/14 and that it
is likely to be very busy. There will also be a number of other events which have been advertised to
members. In addition to the Local Organiser symposium, there will be a symposium, organized by
Sarah Bate, on recent advances in prosopagnosia. And an EPS-funded workshop on EEG and TMS will
precede this meeting.

16-18 July 2014, Newcastle University, Local Organiser Vicki Bruce. This meeting will include
the 21st EPS Prize Lecture by Matt Longo plus an accompanying symposium to be organised
by Manos Tsakiris.
The Conference Secretary announced that there will also be a Local Organiser symposium on how
animals think and feel. The President announced that the Newcastle conference dinner is planned to be
held at the local football club. Another exceptional dinner venue will be Lincoln cathedral in 2015.
Meetings 2015

January 2015, UCL.
April 2015, University of Leeds.
July 2015, University of Lincoln.

Future joint meetings
July 2016, Oxford/SEPEX
July 2018, St. Johns/CSBBCS
The President drew members’ attention to the joint meetings now arranged to be held with SEPEX and
CSBBCS.
14/12 Any other business
The President proposed a minor revision to Rule 11 to accommodate the increased number of
Committee Members needed to cover the workload. The proposal is to increase the allowed number of
Ordinary Committee Members from six plus two co-opted members to eight plus two co-opted
members. No objections to this proposal were raised.
Members were advised to arrive early for the Bartlett Lecture in order to secure a seat.
Jenni Rodd asked members to check the dinner listings as some booking forms had been submitted
without names.

Date, time and place of next meeting
The next Business Meeting is due to be the spring scientific meeting which will be held in
Kent, 10th April, details to be confirmed.

